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Generous Gifts
Provide Plenty
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U. 11,1 nes, U. S. Navy,
leave, visiting his parents,
nd Mrs. C. R. Barnes, MarHe has been in the Navy
ears, participated in ten
battles and was on the U.
Enterprise.
* * *
gn C. K. Lide, son of Mrs.
N. Lide, 206 Cave street,
visiting his mother folhis graduation from the
la, Fla., aviation school.
Lide and daughter, Sara
attended the exercises.
Lide will return to the
la Air Base as a flight
tor upon termination of
ye, August 11.
* * *
-Sgt. William E. Sisk, son
, and Mrs. Edwin Sisk,
ton, has entered the basic
center at Keesler Field,
Miss., for several weeks
ruit drill.
* * *
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George Everett French
Sunday for a furlough
his mother, Mrs. Ethel
, and family, Highland
pl. French is in the Medorps, stationed at Camp
. Atlanta. Ga.
* * *
e B. Jones, U. S. N., staat the Naval Training
. Memphis, Tenn., spent
eek-end with his parents,
d Mrs. Frank Jones, S.
n street.
• *
*
gn Tommy Davis, New
City, spent last week-end
his sister. Mrs. Everett
, and Mr. Cherry.
* * *
les Alvin Lisanby, son of
d Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, is
station hospital, Ft. Meade,
.d, for treatment.
• * *
William C. Haydon Jr.,
Dr. W. C. Haydon, Washstreet, has completed his
:fling at Ft. Knox.
* * *
e E. Jones, S2c. son of
d Mrs. Frank W. Jones,
Jefferson street. has been
ted a Wing leader at the
Air Technical Training
Memphis. Tenn. Seaman
recently reported at Memor enrollment in an insixteen-week course of
studies, successful
of which will repromotion to the Petty
Rating of Aviation Radio3-c. In his capacity
as a
Wing Leader, he has
••11 entrusted with the
I supervision of about 35
Shipmates.
graduated from Butler
ool in 1942 and, prior
ent, was a yard clerk
Illinois Central Railroad
* * *
James T. Wynn, Camp
Miss., is on furlough
his parents, Mr. and
Hular Wynn, Eddyville,

Women Donate Freely
To Furnish Lemonade
And Cookies For
USO Visitors
Princeton's reputation for hospitality lost nothing last weekend when Mrs. C. A. Pepper,
moving spirit ,in USO here,
sought donations from women
living on W. Main street, to provide refreshments for visiting
service men over the weekend.
Mrs. James L. Walker was
named chairman of a committee
to obtain the gifts, with Mrs.
Hugh Cherry, Mrs. Frank Wilson and Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky as
block helpers. They asked for
three pounds of sugar, four dozen lemons and "a few cookies."
Women of the neighborhood gave
21 pounds of sugar, 16 dozen
lemons and 25 pounds of cookies . . . enough to provide 63
USO visitors, mostly from Camp
Campbell, all the lemonade and
cookies they could hold last
weekend and leave plenty for
this weekend, Mrs. Pepper said.
Cash donations paid for ice.
Donors were: Mesdames E. R.
Brown, Lucian Greer, H. J. Watson, T. Cash, Bernice Davis, Homer Purdy, T. B. McConnell, Rose
Jackson, M. Roach, G. Cantrell,
Lucian McKinney, C. Duke, J.
Beck, J. D. Alexander, J. B.
Maxwell, Robert Coleman, J. L.
Walker, Glenn Cartwright, S.
Pogrotsky, J. W. Morgan, J. F.
Graham, Newsom, Joe Davis,
Ray Newby, Charley Young, J.
D. Burgess, Glenn Farmer, Eunice Young, Owen Cummins,
Martha Cartwright, D. E. Tudor,
Hugh Blackburn, Laura Logan,
Lem
Beckner, Ethel Bright,
Frank Franklin, Hugh Cherry
and Frank Wilson; Miss Bertie
Nichols.

Howard Day Wins
Army Promotion
Official Of Ky. Whip
& Collar Co. Now
First Lieutenant
Jeffersonville. Ind., Aug. 3.—
Howard F. Day, who has served
in the Procurement Division of
the Jeffersonville Quartermaster
Depot since his assignment to
that station November 9, 1942,
has been promoted to the rank
of First Lieutenant, according to
an announcement just issued by
Brigadier General Allen R. Kimball. commanding general of the
Army installation.
A graduate of the Paducah
High School, Lieutenant Day attended the University of Kentucky. Since 1933 he has been
associated with the Kentucky
Company,
Collar
and
Whip
Princeton, as secretary-treasurer and associate general manager. From this position he was
ordered to active duty October
7, 1942, with the rank of Second
Lieutenant. He served at Camp
Lee, Virginia, before being ordered to duty at the Jeffedsonville Depot.
Lieutenant Day is married to
the former Miss Venita Moser,
of New Albany, Indiana, and
they reside at 1501 East Main
Street in that city.

Rotary Club Pledges
Two Tennis Trophies

At their regular meeting Tuesday night, members of the Rotary Club decided to give 2 trophies to winners in tennis tournoments to be held at the playgrow-ids, one for the winner of
the group under the age of 14,
another to the winner of the
r County
Attorney group between 14 and 17. Another feature of the program was
To War College
Jean
r,..,.rge 0. Eldred, Cald- a vocal solo by Doris
Bright, accompanied by Jean
' lier-county
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the first Six
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rs. Margaret
Pettit,
vital will be used on a county-wide
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Office
this
The figuresreported
for the same
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Captures 35 Italians

Draft Of Fathers
Ordered Oct. 1
To Meet Quotas

Number 5

Starts Pin-Up Stampede

About 500 In Caldwell
County Now Listed
3-A To Be Reclassified Soon

Warhawk Pilot John F. Rauth
(above), York, Neb., was rescued
by Sicilian fishermen when he
was shot down off Sicily, then
was invited by Italian soldiers
to watch Allied shelling of Trapani. Finally, the 35 officers and
men, including a lieutenant
colonel, surrendered to him.
One Italian gave Rauth
his
shirt.
—AP Telemat

Women Workers
Set New Record
Surgical Dressings
Project Turns Out
29,183 Sponges
A total of 29,183 sponges was
made at the Red Cross Surgical
Dressings workroom here in
July, the largest single month's
production
yet, Mrs. W. C.
Sparks, chairman, reported this
week. "This is a very good record," Mrs. Sparks said, "especially considering the heat and
the fact women are busy with
canning."
"The same faithful few carry
on the work, a war job more of
be
Princeton's women should
happy and proud to have the
privilege of sharing," the chairman said.
Those who gave 12 hours or
more to the project during July:
Mrs. Mattie Downing, 86 hrs;
Miss Annie McGowan, 77; Mrs.
M. H. Blythe, 58; Mrs. W. C.
Sparks, 55; Mrs. Anna Osborne,
47;.Mrs. Brad Lacy, 41; Mrs. H.
A. Goodwin, 38; Mrs. F. T. Linton, 36; Mrs. Henry Sevison, 36;
Mrs. Roy Towery, 33; Mrs. T.
A. Carter, 32; Miss Bertie Nichols, 31; Mrs. Rumsey Taylor, 31;
Mrs. Fred Pickering, 28; Mrs.
John McLin, 28; Mrs. C. S. Collier, 28; Mrs. W. D. Armstrong,
27; Mrs. Allison Akin, 26; Mrs.
C. A. Griffin, 24; Mrs. S. J.
Lowry, 23; Mrs. A. L. Wilson,
22; Mrs. L. A. Northington, 20;
Mrs. M. P. Brown, 19; Mrs.
Boyd Wade, 18; Mrs. H. M.
Johnson, 18; Mrs. Press Blackburn, 18; Miss Nancy Scrugham,
17; Miss Mary Craig, 17; Mrs.
R. W. Lisanby, 17; Mrs. J. B.
Lester, 16; Mrs. W. L. Mayes, 16;
Mrs. Mamie Skinner, 16; Mrs.
R. M. Pool, 15; Mrs. Hugh Cherry, 14; Miss Mary Wilson Eldred, 14; Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, 13;
Miss Barbara Sue Graham, 13;
Miss Emma Morse, 12.

110 Women Use
School Cannery
2,000 Containers
Handled In July; More
Equipment Coming
The Community Cannery :it
Eastside School canned 2,000 containers. of food in July with 110
women participating in its activities up to Wednesday, it was
reported by Mrs. Percy Pruett,
supervisor. New equipment is
expected soon to take care of
the growing demand, Mrs. Pruett said. Corn, lima bears and
tomatoes are the chief vegetables being canned in quantities
this month and tin cans are still
available, at lc each as operatig cost.
Housewives are urged to use
the tins for canning corn, as this
vegetable is the most difficult to
handle.

(By Associated Press)
Washington. — Local dr a ft
boards were authorized by Selective Service Monday to call
up pre-Pearl Harbor fathers after October 1, but only to the
extent "absolutely required" to
meet their monthly quotas.
Caldwell county has approximately 500 fathers in
the 3-A classification now,
Hubert Young, in charge of
the local draft office, said
Tuesday. Mr. Young said no
order has been received here
covering the new regulation.
He said a number of 3-A
fathers here are in essential
industries and will not be
affected by the new order.
One authoritative estimate was
that only some 300,000 fathers
living with and supporting children born before last September
15 and not engaged in non-deferable work would actually be inducted this year.
Another
150,000,
however,
probably will have to be sent to
induction stations in order to get
300,000 fully qualified men.
Since there are around 6,559,000 non-farming fathers, this
would indicate that only about
one out of twenty-two will be
put into uniform in 1943.
The 44,000 fathers regularly
engaged in agricultural work
will continue virtually draftproof for occupational reasons.
Preparatory
reclassifications
may begin at once, but local
boards were forbidden to order
fathers to report for induction
before October 1 if they are
maintaining a bona fide home
relationship with children born
before last September 15 and are
not workers in the activities
classed as non-deferable.
Also the boards were instructed to continue calling single and
childless married men first if
they have no occupational or
hardship ground for deferment
and to make reclassifications out
of the fathers' group, 3-A, "only
as needed to meet the demands
upon a local board for men for
military service."
The calling of fathers will be
according to their draft order
numbers, regardless of the number or age of their children, unless they are granted deferment
as "essential" in agriculture or
industry or unless their induction would mean "extreme hardship and privation" to their families.

Yates Children Recovering
From Food Poisoning
Billy Joe and Judith Ann,
children of Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
Yates, Hopkinsville street, are
much improved after being seriously ill the last two weeks, the
result of food poisoning.

Mothers Are Asked To
Bring Children For
Diphtheria Treatment
Mothers of children due second
diptheria
immunization
treatments are requested to bring
their children to the county
Health Office any Saturday
morning, Mrs. Lola Wind, nurse
in charge, said Tuesday. Mrs.
Wind is operating the office
without help until at least a
part time doctor and nurse can
be obtained, hence is unable to
spend much time visiting homes.
Mothers who are in doubt about
their children's diptheria immunization, should bring them in
for a Schick test, Mrs. Wind
said.

Mrs. Tom Simmons To
Visit At Army Camp

John Hatcher, Jr., manager of
a Switow theater at Lebanon,
Tenn., will arrive in Princeton
Sunday to take charge of the
Capitol Theater for two weeks
while Mrs. T. J. Simmons visits
her husband, Pvt. Tom Simmons.
at Camp Shelby, Miss. Mrs. SimKortrecht will leave Sun- mons will leave Sunday.
Louisville
morning for
day
Cole Waggener, who has been
where he has accepted a posiition with the U. S. Department employed as a chemist :n a
defense plant in Buffalo, N. Y.,
of Revenue.
spent Sunday night here with
Dr. and Mrs. William Godfrey his mother, Mrs. W. C. WaggonChildres, Valhalla, N. Y., are er. He is being transferred to
Cleveland. Ohio.
visiting relatives here.

State-Wide Poll
Shows Donaldson
As Easy Winner
Governor's Race In
Caldwell Appears
Close Between Two
As Primary Nears

Sue Breeding (above) posed in shorts for a picture that the
Oklahoma City Daily Oklahoman put in its weekly edition to
service men. In a flash Sue became a pin-up girl with proposals
from Cairo to Chungking. She isn't marrying; she's only 15, but
she's answering the letters.

Ration Stamp Still Needed
To Buy Coffee, OPA Warning
"We are not running the OPA
by radio," the State office of
that war agency advised Caldwell County Rationing Board
last weekeend, following confusion here about sale of coffee
without ration stamps.
President Roosevelt, addressing the Nation last Wednesday
night upon the war and the
home front, said coffee rationing
had been or would be ended,
since ships are now available to
bring an abundant supply of that
family staple to this country.
The next morning, OPA officials
here state, some Princeton stores
began selling coffee without cou-

pons.
The local ration board received a leter from State OPA offices Friday stating "No order
has been issued from National
OPA headquarters covering sale
of coffee without ration stamps"
and added the admonition that
radiocasts are not official, so far
as OPA is concerned.
Princeton retailers were notefled imediately upon receipt of
the letter from OPA State headquarters not to sell coffee without ration coupons until an official OPA order to that effect is
received here and passed along
to them.

Union Services Will
Be Held At Christian
Church Sunday Night

Church Sponsors
New Scout Troop

Community church services
scheduled at Butler High stadium through the month of August are to' be held at the
churches on account of weather
conditions, it was announced by
Rev. C. P. Brooks Wednesday.
Sunday night's services will be
held at the First Christian
Church at 7:30 o'clock, the Rev.
E. S. Denton conducting. Places
of other Sunday night services
will be announced each week.

Louisville, August 3. (Special)
—Returns in a survey of political sentiment by the Kentucky
Citizens League show J. Lyter
Donaldson, Carrollton, to be well
in the lead for the Democratic
nomination for Governor with 55
percent of the votes cast in the
balloting from over the entire
State, it was revealed today by
Bernard J. Stanton, chairman.
The poll shows Ben Kilgore,
Louisville, to bee running second
with 29 percent and Rodes K.
Myers, Bowling Green, the third
candidate in the race, receiving
16 percent of the total ballots
cast.
Upon the basis of 300,000 votes
estimated as likely to be cast in
the primary election Donaldson
would receive, according to the
poll, a total of 165,000 votes;
Kilgore 87,000 and Myers, 48,000 or a plurality of 78,000 for
Donaldson over Kilgore and a
majority of 30,000 for Donaldson
over the combined vote of his
two opponents.
Acording to figures compiled
from the survey, Donaldson will
carry every Congressional district
with the possible exception of
the Fourth, where early balloting indicates a nip-and-tuck race
with Kilgore maintaining a slight
edge at this time.
The poll shows Myers with
more strength than Kilgore in
the Third, Fifth, Seventh and
Eighth districts with Kilgore
holding substantial margin over
Myers in the others. Stanten
stated that a final survey of the
poll, together with a forecast of
results by Congressional districts and the State as a whole,
would be released Friday, August 6.

SENTIMENT DIVIDED
Methodist Stewards
Governor's Race In Caldwell
County
Believed
Close
Endorse Expansion Of
Donaldson
and
Between
Movement Here

Kilgore.
Princeton will have a new
Pre-election sentiment in PrinBoy Scout troop this autumn,
sponsored by Ogden Memorial ceton this week indicated most
Methodist Church, following fa- experienced observers expect the
vorable action by the board of vote to be close in the Demostewards Tuesday night, J. F. cratic gubernatorial contest with
Graham, chairman of the organi- Kilgore favored by forecasters to
zation and extension committee carry the county by a small
of the Three Rivers Boy Scout margin, with Donaldson a bangup second and Rodes K. Myers
Council said Wednesday.
Approximately 45 boys 12 to third. Others assert Donaldson is
15 years old have signified their sure to carry the county, altho
desire to become Scouts, the these "experts" also say the race
is close.
Methodist group was advised.
"Bodes Myers might carry
of a Scout commitConcern Awaits Rul- teeFormation
from among members of Caldwell," several oldtimers here
ing of WLB On Request the Methodist church, selection have said this week, "but for the
of a Scoutmaster and other pre- fact that his chances to win seem
To Raise Wages
liminaries incident to organiz- remote." It is held a political
Work stoppage involving a ing the new
troop are expected axiom that many "don't want to
majority of the employees of to be concluded
lose their vote," hence are atthis month.
Cedar Bluff Qua•ry has been in
tracted to a candidate who seems
effect since Monday, it was reat least to have a chance of winHike
For
Boy
Scouts
ported here Wednesday, about
ning.
50 men being idle pending ac- Is Scheduled Friday
Activity here, in the final days
tion of the War Labor Board on
A hike Friday afternon, Aug. of the primary campaign, has
a request made by W. C. Sparks,
6, to start from the First Christ- been noted for Henry Ward and
president, some time since for
ian Church at 2 o'clock, return- William H. May, in the Lieutenpermission to increase workers'
ing at 9:30, is announced for all ant Governor's contest, and
pay. Wages are frozen at the
registered Boy Scouts by Scout- among all the candidates for
quarry under WLB regulations.
master Alton Templeton. Atten- State Senate and the House of
A government contract to furtion wil be given to test passing Representatives.
nish rock for a synthetic rubber
and Scouts are instructed
to
plant in Alabama has been com- bring
essentials for this and pro- Addresses Kiwanis Club.
pleted an official said. Repairs
visions for one meal.
James G. Ratliff, until last
and maintenance of machinery
month a sergeant in the U. S.
and equipment are being done
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Davis, Army, addrAssed the Kiwanis
by a crew of men who did not
McComb, Miss., spent last week- Club at its regular luncheon
stop work, it was reported.
end here with friends and rela- Wednesday, telling of some of
A meeting, said to have been tives.
his experiences in the service.
attended by approximately 25 of
10,111
.
1.11.1 moilmoolliummini.1111111.1.11.1.111.1811111•11111.,.............111111iiiii
11 .
000000111.1111000000 1.8.1111148$11.11111111,11.8.1.000000
the idle quarry workers was 4111
held at the courthouse here Tuesday afternoon but no announcement was made of action taken

Workers Idle Al
Rock Quarry Here

13 TO TAKE FIRST
DRAFT TEST AUG. 10
Twelve white youths and one
Negro, all of whom have recently attained draft age, have been
notified to report at the courthouse here at 8 o'clock Tuesday
morning, Aug. 10, for their first
physical examinations. The list
follows:
Claude William Brasher, Harold Merrick, James Junior Vaughn, Louis Eldred Grace, William
Kelley Jackson, Lewis
Dunmore Jackson, Harrold Loyd
Stallins, Niles Tilford Holeman,
Leo Menser, Frank Richard Peters, William Frank Brown,
Charles Junior Hankins, Curtis
Francis Sisk.

Keen Calls Criticism
"Same Old Hokum"

In a radio address answering criticism of his
administration, Gov. Keen Johnson said in part:
"The Farm Bureau has paid Ben (Kilgore) right
generously for his services in the past. Now he undertakes to make a political machine of a nonpolitical organization which has been more than
generous to him . . ."
"When you hear a smooth talking candidate
promise to cut out the waste in expenditures, he is
usually dishing out the same old campaign hokum
which you have heard so many times before . . ."
"I have no apology to make for the record of
constructive accomplishments of my administration.
I am proud of it."
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Barkley Urges Voters
To Choose Donaldson
Senator Alben W. Barkley, introducing
and endorsing J. Lyter Donaldson at a
First District Democratic rally last Tuesday night, declared: "This year's primary
election is the most important in the history
of the State." Kentucky's senior United
States senator then went on to praise the
Carrollton lawyer-farmer as possessing the
highest integrity, superior executive ability,
most experience in public affairs of any
candidate now seeking this nomination and
said his administration as Governor would
be one of the best the State has ever had.
This all-out endorsement is having its
effect throughout the Purchase and the
Pennyrile this week as good citizens prepare
to go to the polls and perform their duty as
liberty loving men and women of a free
state . . . For what Senator Barkley says
has great weight with many folk in his
home district.
Mr. Donaldson's program, as outlined in
his opening address from his home at Carrollton June 1, is the only one which constructively faces the large issues which now
confront the State and its people, as well
as those greater problems which will come
with peace. He promises more money for
rural roads, for education and for improving the health of the people. He pledges
his first concern will be the welfare of our
returning war heroes, and that his desire
is to build and construct, to the end that
Kentucky and all its people may have a
more abundant life.
No other candidate offers such promises;
indeed, what the others do offer is impossible of performance, while catering to
passions and prejudices. No forward progress can be hoped for from such platforms.
It is predicted the vote will be light in
Caldwell county, as elsewhere through Kentucky Saturday . . . which is but natural
with so many young men away in the armed
forces and numerous others absent in war
plants. There should however be enough
good citizens left at home who will take
the trouble to see to it that best interests
of the Kentucky of tomorrow are protected
and advanced and to continue the forward
movement the State has made during the
last eight years.
For the first time in many years Kentucky is free from debt, her credit is good
and many millions of dollars have been and
are being saved in operation of Kentucky's
fiscal affairs. Mr. Donaldson is commited to
a continuation of this kind of government
. .. as well as to improving necessary services so that under privileged citizens may
have a better chance of success.
As this is written Caldwell county is not
considered to be in the Donaldson column
. . . and should the winner not receive
strong support here, it is possible progress
of the county may be adversely affected
during the next 4 years. This, we think, is
a factor in the approaching primary which
is worthy of serious consideration among
all those who love this community and desire to see it keep pace with other sections
in good highways, better schools and sound
financial policies.
Serious Loss For

Neighboring Community
Last week a neighboring community
newspaper, The Dawson Springs Progress,
announced on its front page that, due to
difficulty of obtaining and retaining sufficient personnel, it would suspend publication during the month of August. The
Progress's statement ended "Who Knows:
It may develop that the community does
does not really need a newspaper after all."
We are very much in sympathy with
Publisher W. T. Davis, who has numerous
friends here. His problems are ours; and
that they grow out of the war, largely,
makes him and his newspaper a war
casualty just as much as is a man wounded
in battle. For the Progress has served our
country as faithfully, RS wholeheartedly
and as ably as most soldiers; and is a
victim of war just as surely.
Here at The Leader we have been understaffed for many months. The result is, all
employes are over-worked. This brings errors in the news columns and in the advertisements, delays execution of job printing orders, causes subscribers to miss their

papers, frays tempers and generally makes
our lives and our labors unsatisfactory and
burdensome.
Of course it is like that today in virtually
every walk of life . . . and the grass is always greener in the other fellow's yard;
which is by way of saying every businessman thinks his problems are the worst, his
burdens the heaviest. But the fact remains
that newsfolk and printers are trained personnel, not easily replaced. The problem is
especially aggravated for community newspaper publishers because pastures are broader and more attractive in larger towns and
cities, where wages are higher and hours of
work shorter.
In 1942, nearly 500 community newspapers and 71 dailies suspended publication
due to inroads of the war. Many said their
troubles were primarily shortage of workmen . . . but that isn't the whole story. Immediately after Pearl Harbor virtually all
national advertising ceased and with it went
a very sizeable chunk of our revenues. Cost
of newsprint rose $4 a ton several months
ago, will increase $4 more, effective September 1. Other costs of operation, especially labor, have risen out of all proportion ...
and most community newspapers are still
charging the same prices for space, subscriptions and job printing as they did before the war.
Perhaps there are too many community
newspapers. The war has eliminated many,
will cause a large number of others to stop
trying to make ends meet this year. If the
old law of nature ... survival of the fittiest
. . . holds in this instance perhaps communities affected will be better off. This
cannot be the case over at Dawson Springs
however, since that community has only
one newspaper . . . and needs one, as does
every other place of any size.
Our best wishes go to our neighbor, together with the hope he may have a happy
issue from his present afflictions and be
back in the field ere long. Dawson Springs
loses a strong champion of its best interests
when the voice of the Progress is silenced.
May it soon speak again.

— Washington In Wartime

America's Rubber Battle
By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Features

Washington.—The rubber story hasn't
half been told.
Buried under the headline-grabbing
squabbles over delay in synthetic rubbers,
the first rounds of what may well be the
economic battle of the century are being
fought.
The prize: An estimated billion dollar a
year industry.
In one corner, natural rubber—to be
grown from Mexico and Haiti to the far
reaches.of the Amazon basin; in the other,
synthetic rubber—made from United States
grains or petroleums or both, in domestic
plants. On one point both sides agree—that
never again should we have to depend on
far-away sources for our rubber.
From the standpoint of the consumer—
the millions in this country who roll on
automobile tires and pay for rubber in its
scores of other uses—the main interests,
perhaps the sole ones, are cost and performance.
On those two points, and although it is
generally conceded better for some purposes, synthetic rubber at the moment has
the worst of it. But even the most violent
enemies of synthetic admit that it still is in
the laboratory stage; that it now has to
carry the heavy burden of costs in experimentation; and that the millions being
poured into brand-new equipment, made
from war-inflated materials by labor working at war-inflated wages, will keep synthetic rubber in the red for years, perhaps
unjustly.
Predicting that synthetic rubber would
hold its own from now on, William Jeffers
told reporters recently: "Synthetic rubber
is here to stay and when I say it can hold
its own, I mean without tariffs or subsidies."
He points out that laboratory work on
synthetics is in its infancy, while experiments with natural rubber have been progressing rapidly for 30 years. Any statement on synthetics, dictated today, he says,
would be out of date before it is in print.
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If Mussolini's ouster is a prelude to Italian surrender, this well might be the way the
European war would go. Elimination of the Italian armies would ease the way for Allied
invasions (black arrows) of southern France, Italy itself and the Balkans. Algiers reports
said that Italian divisions (open arrows) al ready have been ordered home from France
and the Balkans. Allied air bases in northern Italy would place in easier reach (circles)
eastern Germany and the Nazi lines of corn munication to the Russian front.—AP Telemat
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CHILD HEALTH:

There's lipstick on the drinking fount,
There's talcum on the bench,
There's cold cream on the surface plate,
Hand lotion on the wrench,
And "Evening in Paris" scents the air
That once held tube oil's smell.
I just picked up a bobby pin;
Believe me! War is hell!
—Pure Oil News.

tion is nearly over, so far as they're
concerned. It has been almost like a
pre-Christmas rush here the last two
weeks, with every member of the
crew doing too much work. We're
hoping to get one additional helper
next week, about which more later.

Among paper uses of "questionable
essentiality" are paper panties for
lamb chops. Shock at getting along
without this refinement will be alleviated when announcement comes
there are no more lamb chops.

Cpl. George 0. Eldred, Caldwell's
soldier-county attorney, has
been
transferred from an infantry batallion
doing maneuvers in Louisiana to the
Army War College, Washington, D. C.
His many friends here are hoping this
means a promotion, perhaps a commission for George.

Tom Underwood, editor of the Lexington Herald on leave for duty as
assistant to Judge Fred Vinson in the
Office of Economic Stabilization,
Washington, writes from there: "About
a month ago I thought it was hard
work pushing a hand-plow in the
garden."
Clarence "Red" Fleming, one-time
president of the Young Democratic
Club of Christian county, is now a
first lieutenant in the Ordnance Department, stationed in Washington,
D. C. "Red" was active for Hon. Fred
Wallis in the 1935 Democratic primary. He went in as a "buck private,"
saw service in the Aleutians, went to
OCS, was commissioned a second
lieutenant, then transferred and promoted.
News comes via grapevine from a
soldier picked up at Elizabethtown
and given a lift to Central City last
weekend that auto concerns at Detroit are preparing new dies for
motor cars, anticipating orders in the
not distant future to start making
cars again. The soldier worked in a
Detroit factory until a month ago,
volunteered and was sent to Ft.
Knox. He may know something, but
don't quit nursing your old car and
its tires!
Senator Barkley, who came home
for a much needed rest and declared
he was going to take it easy under a
shade tree on his farm, was pried
loose long enough to make what was
undoubtedly the most emphatic endorsement of a candidate many of his
hearers ever heard at Mayfield last
Tuesday night. The senior senator
went all-out for Lyter Donaldson,
asked the First district Democrats to
elect "the best man" Governor.
Eyes of this section will be focused
upon Trigg county Saturday when the
Brothers Broadbent go to bat over
there for different candidates for
Governor and State Senator . . . a
thing that never has happened before, as far as oldtimers here can recall. Smith Sr., and Smith Jr. are
for Kilgore and Porter, while Clarence and his organization are for
Donaldson and McDonald.
The badly under-staffed Leader
force is very glad the primary elec-

An Associated Press release
received this week indicates no more
"limited service" soldiers are to be
inducted. Bad breaks have featured
the Army service of Pvt. Tom Simmons, former manager of the Capitol
Theater here, who has such a classification. Tom is convinced no combat
unit wants a "limited" guy around.
Maybe he will get a transfer soon, or
be returned to civil life . . . He certainly would be warmly welcomed
on this home front.
Two new brooms, so far as political
sweeping is concerned, have apparently done very good jobs for their
candidates in this county: M. P.
Brown, for Kilgore, and George Pettit,
for Donaldson. Whatever the result
here of the gubernatorial primary,
these two first starters in the field
of vote getting have certainly not let
down since their appointment.

—Odd But Science

Vitamin Comes The
Peachy Way
By H. W. Blakeslee
Associated Press Features
Amherst, Mass. — Peaches contain
enough vitamin C to contribute to a
person's daily need. But not enough
to enable him to rely solely on
this
source to get the 75 milligrams daily
estimated as the human being's requirement.
There is a higher concentration of
the vitamin in the peach skin
than
elsewhere. Next highest concentration
is close to the skin, a fact which
puts
a premium on close peeling of
peaches.
The lowest concentration of
C is
around the pit.
These studies are reported by
Arthur D. Holmes, G. M. Schroder
and
G. H. Satterfield of the
Massachusetts
State College and Agricultural
Experiment Station and the University
of North Carodina. Their
studies were
made on peaches from
commercial
orchards near Raleigh, N. C. '
The amount of C varied
considerably with the variety of
peach. Augbert peaches had 3.84
milligrams of
vitamin C for each hundred
grams
weight and Hiley Belles had
12.86.
In all cases the vitamin
was highest in ripe peaches. Hard
peaches
contained much less.

Get Your Baby
Straight!
By Dr. Martha M. Eliot, A.a.,,a
°fief, Children's Bureau U S
Department of Labor
Associated Press Features
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"MISS WAR WORKER" AT FRONTIER DAYS—One of the
chief attractions for "war workers day" at the 47th annual
Cheyenne (Wyo.) Frontier Days rodeo was Letitia Schunk
(above), 21, of Stanley, Wis., who was voted "Miss War Worker"
by employes at United An Lines' modification center, where she
is a project mechanic.
—AP Telemat
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prompt start and

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky leaves, they are set in the frame,
College of Agriculture and
8 inches square for the New
Home Economics
York; 6, for Bibb. The frame
soil should have been made extremely rich and its preparation
Food For The Winter
should be of the finest.
As the sun is still high and hot
Up to now we have discussed
those food items that may be in September, a tobacco canvas
regarded as "essentials," but shade should be put over the
luxuries are possible, too. Such frame, 2 feet above it, hut with
a "luxury" is winter head let- the sides left open, so that air
may pass freely across it. Watertuce.
To have best success a glass- ing should be continued to keep
covered coldframe is needed, but growth going at full speed.
October 1, the shade is refair satisfaction may be had
with lesser equipment, as later moved and, as the nights begin
getting frosty about 10 days
described.
The lettuce varieties to use are laters, the glass sash is placed
New York or Bibb, the first- at sundown, but removed through
named the more easily obtain- the day. When really the weather
frame
able, as in any seed packet box. becomes "nippy", the
The seed should be sown Au- should remain covered except
gust 1, or thereabouts, in a lo- for a few hours about noon, this
cation that is shaded after 11 time cut down gradually to suit
a. m. The soil should be prepar- the season, until it may be but
ed well, and watering should be a half-hour about midday. At the
same time, the amount of waterwriting in "The Spy in Arne-1 - ing is reduced to a point that
Ca" is superior to most writing growing almost stops, as the
heads will be well on the way
in books of the sot.

Stephen B. Lander, D.D.
Princeton, June 1, 1923 —
Princeton folk will note with
pride the fact that the Rev. S.
B. Lander is now a Doctor of
Divinity. The degree was conferred by Pr. Campbell, at the
closing exercises of the Kenat
College
tucky Wesleyan
Winchester.
Two weeks ago, Dr. Lander
delivered an address here during commencement week. He is
a native Caldwell countian, and
is a courteous, kindly gentleman
as well as an iminent theologian.
• • •
To Seek Damages
Princeton, June 1, 1923—Claim
Agent Small of the Illinois Central and his assistant, Mrs. Forrest Terry, of Princeton, were
in Sturgis last week looking up
some claims. After their business had been transacted Mrs.
Terry said she "jolted beautifully and wheezed heavily," in the
editor's old Ford in company
with Misses Beatrice Faulk and
Kathryn Gill. — Sturgis NewsDemocrat.
• • •
Birthday Celebration
Princeton, June 1, 1923 —
Thursday afternoon, May 24,
Mesdames R. 0. Stevens and
at
Harvey Leech entertained
Mrs. Stevens' hospitable home
on North Jefferson street, the
occasion being to honor the 73rd
to forming.
The first heads should become usable soon after November 1, and if the frame is banked with straw or fodder, and in
severe nights covered with burlap or tarpaulin, the last heads
may be held until Christmas or
until New Year's Day .
Lacking glass sash, tobacco
canvas may be used, but fewer
good heads will be made. Lacking a frame, at all, the seedlings
may be set in the open garden,
and wires stretched over them to
support a "tent" of canvas under which, possibly a few good
heads can be produced. At any
rate the lettuce season by this
means can be stretched for a
month or 6 weeks after outside
growing will have been stopped
by the cold.

birthday anniversary of Mrs. A.
Kuykendall.
The affair was a complete surprise, Mrs. Kuykendall being the
victim of lovely deception, she
was unaware of the plans for
the party until she arrived at
Mrs. Stevens' pretty home and
found gathered 30 old friends
and neighbors to contribute to
her birthday joy.
Mrs. Eugene Young delighted
the guests by sweetly singing
an appropriate song and Miss
Carrie Jacobs gave two beautiful
original readings, after which a
was served
delightful course
with cake.
The honoree made a charming
little speech of appreciation. A
reunion of all old friends is
always a happy occasion, for
after all there are no friends
quite as dear as old friends.
Mrs. Kuykendall was the recipient of many dainty remembrances.
• • •
Princeton, June 1, I923—Mrs.
Powell Catlett and dainty little
daughter, Dorothy Dee, of Los
Angeles, Calif., are guests at the
home of Mr. Shelley Eldred.
• • •
Gone Fishing
Princeton, June 5, 1923—Mrs.
G. C. Harris, Misses Rosaline
Roach, Eva Baker and Lucille
Bohannon went down on the
early train this morning to spend
the day fsihing at Stiles. They
will be guests of Mr. G. C. Harris, who is superintending the
engineering for some doubletracking near Paducah.

Barkley Said
When he Introduced and Endorsed J.Lyter Donaldson at
Mayfield Democratic Rally Last Week:
"THIS YEAR'S PRIMARY ELECTION IS THE MOST IMPORTANT IN THE HISTORY OF
THE STATE.".. . THE SENIOR SENATOR URGED EVERY CITIZEN TO VOTE AND SEE TO
IT THE BEST MEN ARE ELECTED.

Kentucky's Greatest Need The
Next 4 Years
executive leadership.
is the vision, courage, and training embodied in constructive
has been exemplified
What Kentucky does NOT need is the type of leadership which
to the prejudices and passions of
ay mud -slinging and destructive efforts to appeal
the people.

To Make Kentucky Strong For
Post-War Prosperity

J. MIR DONALDSON

to

A

E. Main St.

Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.
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Official Primary Ballot

DEMOCRATIC PARTY

FOR LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
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he
McDonald
Roy
subject to
e Sfnator, election. A
tic Primary

Senator,
e
election,
tic Primary

OPTOMETRIST
Phone 250

A leadership training and
Election Saturday, August 7, 1943
planning meeting, with restricted attendance, will replace the
of
annual State
convention
FOR GOVERNOR
FOR COMMISSIONER OF
Ketucky Future Farmers, accordAGRICULTURE, LABOR AND
ing to Watson Armstrong, Uni- J. LYTER DONALDSON
STATISTICS
versity of Kentucky, director of
Carrollton, Ky.
the F.F.A. camp, at HardinsHARRY G. FIELDER
burg, August 4-6. The boys will BEN KILGORE
Frankfort, Ky
make careful plans as to how
Louisville, Ky.
Kentucky Future Farmer s,
P. 0. MINOR
through local and State pro- RODES KIRBY MYERS
Owenton, Ky.
grams, can contribute most to
Bowling Green, Ky.
the war effort in 1943-44.
TOM PHIPPS
JOHN J. THOBE
Ashland, Ky.
Covington, Ky.

VOTE FOR

Porter
Burnett W. subject

Dr. Hanle C. Watt

Franchised Bottler: Pepsi-Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Co.,
Hopkinsville, Ky.

Future Farmers Will
Meet At Hardinsburg
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The earliest birds are believed
to have been water birds.

Trees continually evaporate
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those moisture into the air.
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
Vatican City is the world's
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a smallest
independent state.
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote

John Selby
„tea Press Features

Leningrad
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WILMER G. MASON
Louisville, Ky.

FOR CLERK OF THE COURT
OF APPEALS
PAUL BROWN
Lexington, Ky.

WILLIAM H. MAY
Prestonsburg, Ky.

BROOKS L. HARGROVE
Louisville, Ky.

C. W. A. McCANN
Louisville, Ky.

ARTHUR T. ILER
Central City, Ky.

FOR RAILROAD COMMISSIONER
(First District)

HENRY WARD
Paducah, Ky.

FOR SECRETARY OF STATE

A. A. (Pont) NELSON
Benton, Ky.

111

T. FOWLER COMBS
Pembroke, Ky.

111

JACK E. FISHER
Paducah, Ky.

F. SMITH McDONOUGH
Louisville, Ky.
CHARLES K. O'CONNELL 1:1
Louisville, Ky.
FRED L. WEIR
Owensboro, Ky.

FOR STATE SENATOR
(Third District)
BURNETT W. PORTER
Cadiz, Ky.

FOR AUDITOR OF PUBLIC
ACCOUNTS

V. A. (Bill) PHILLIPS
Princeton, Ky.
ROY McDONALD
Cadiz, Ky.

ELMER E. CONSTANT
Bowling Green, Ky.
ERNEST E. SHANNON
Louisa, Ky.

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
(Eighth District)

FOR STATE TREASURER
MILLARD D. BALL
Harlan, Ky.

WILLIAM L. JONES
Princeton, Ky.
JOE E. NUNN
Cadiz, Ky.

HOLMAN R. WILSON
Louisville, Ky.

NUMBER

0000

Name of Voter

In The Primary Election Saturday, August 7---An Important Obligation!

Reg. No

Residence

STATE OF KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF CALDWELL,

act.

I, Philip Stevens, clerk of the county court of the
County and State aforesaid, do certify that the above and
foregoing is a true and correct copy, of the Official Primary
Ballot to be voted on in the Democratic Primary Election,
to be held on Saturday, August 7, 1943.
Given under my hand this 29th day of July, 1943.
PHILIP STEVENS, Clerk,
Caldwell County Court.
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Farmers' Meeting
Set For Friday

Thursday, August

Mayor Says Goodby; Glider Kills 10

Masonic Meeting

White Community
Neighbors To Gather
At McNeeley Farm
A neighborhood meeting of
residents of White neighborhood
to study results of TVA phosphate demonstrations and reorganization plans being carried
out by Mr. and Mrs. C. K. McNeely since 1936, and to plan
other war time provisions, will
be held at the McNeely farm
Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
County Agent J. F. Graham announces.
Mr. Graham said a special program is being arranged for women by Miss Nancy Scrugham,
home demonstration agent, and
that the Rev. Chas. P. Brooks,
pastor of the Christian Church,
is to make an adress on "The
Church and Rural Development." He said the Farm Security Administration and Soil
Conservation Service are to be
represented and will participate
in the program.
Careful study of this farm program will neveal sound practices for the neighborhood that
ST. LOUIS MAYOR'S /LAST "GOODDIL"—Mayor
may be carried out very profit- Becker
William Dee
of St. Louis waves his last goodbye as he boards
ably and will clearly illustrate
the
Army glider which crashed at St. Louis, killing the
mayor and
some of the important things nine others, including the
three others in this picture. Left to
formers of the neighborhood
right, they are: Thomas N. Dysart, Henry L. Mueller and
Col.
may do to contribute to the na- Paul H. Hazelton.
—AP Telemat
tion's food supply, the county agAbout 75,000 men now constient said.
I Antiseptic Gloves
tute the personnel of the U. S.
Help U. S. Fliers
Quinine production in t:-€ East merchant marine.
Indies was built up by the
London (iP)—Antiseptic gloves
Dutch, who took the seeds from
Quinine is extracted from the to protect and treat hand burns
Peru.
bark of the cinchona P-ee
are the latest of the many rescue
C
devices
and
medical
issues
which R.F.F. fliers are using, and
which are supplied
free
to
American airmen
under reverse lend-lease procedure.
The gloves, which contain antiseptic and curative powders, are
made of a secret new surgical
material. They can be slipped
on easily without further irritating burned tissue, and they do
not hamper hand movements.
They were devised by William
Stannard, who flew for Britain
in the last war, and are kept in
a small blast-proof and noninflammable envelope, which also holds morphia, burn cream
for the face and a large dressing
for body wounds.

FALL

SHOE TALK
How Would You
Like to Select Your
Fall Shoes Now?
SEE

OUR

More American )3abies are
born in summer than at any
other season.

How To Hold

Clinton Lodge No. 82 will hold
a called meeting 7:30 Friday
evening, August 6 to confer the
Master Mason's Degree. Brethren take notice. Visiting Brothers welcome.
H. M. Price, Master.
G. W. Towery, Secretary.
This Is a family war. Pot
your WarilondbuyIng through
th• payroll savings plan on a
family plan, which means fir
ure it out yourself.

t

FALSE TEETH
More Firmly
hi

August 7 through September 6
Racing daily except Sunday
RAIN OR SHINE
Track located on U. S. Highway
41
between Evansville, Indiana and
Henderson, Kentucky

Dade Park •lockev 1'10
INCO
RPORATED

General Office, OweruThoro. Rin \

The surface of the sun that is
visible on earth consists of
clouds of incandescent metallic
vapor.

Ninety-six cents out of
every dollar goes for War
expenditures.
The other four
cents goes for
Gov•rnment
Small quantities of quinine
expenses "as
come from wild and uncultivated
Far Freedom's Sake usual."
forests of South America.
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SUNDAY
THE FIRST GREAT SCREEN DRAMA OF THE COMMANDO!
4110 ,
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MAGNIFICENT SAGA
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Your Friendly Show

Buckeye Exposition
Shows
RIDES and
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TOP PRICES
TOP SERVICES
WHEN YOU SHIP TO US
CATTLE. CALVES
HOGS, SHEEP. LAMBS

There's no substitute for
experience-40 years on
the yards is your guarantee of better prices for
your stock. Be sure you
get the most by shipping
to us.
We also buy on order.

BURFORD BROTHERS
AND
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,HENRYALDRICH
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IMMY LYDON as "Healy Aldrich"

STOCK
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MONDAY
DEATH PLUNGE OF GLIDER—This is the
final plunge of the
ill-fated glider which crashed at St. Louis, killing
10 persons.
The picture was taken by Globe-Democr
at photographer Jack
Zehrt just after the wing came off and the plane headed
for the
ground. The crash occurred during the Army's
first public glider
demonstration in St. Louis.
—AP Telemat
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Our stock is complete with a large selection of
beautiful new fall styles in blacks and browns.
The first arrivals will be better than later ones.
Of course they're the same nationally known
brands that mean only quality merchandise.

Figure It Out Yourself. How can
you effectively join in saving all the
little children of the world from human slavery, death and injury from
the Nazis and Japanese? Put more
and more of your pay into war
bonds every payday. Your savings
will go to war in the form of war
equipment and other munitions. How
much more should you put into war
bonds? The only ones who can
answer that are—you and your family. It's up to you to decide just
how much more you'll do to win the
war.
If you were fighting in the Solomons or in Africa or forcing a landing in Europe you'd like to feel that
the folks at home were back of you
—all the way—you'd be proud of
your family and your friends if you
knew they were buying war bonds
not at 10 per cent or 15 per cent,
but with every cent beyond that
which they need for necessities.
U.S. Treasury Department
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STEEL RAILS REPLACE
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Engagement Announced

marriage of Miss RoseMeNeeley and Mr. James
y Barnes took place Thursevening. July 29, at the
Christian Church, with the
Charles P. Brooks officiatsing the double-ring cereAttendants were Mr. and
McGehee
James Richard
mmie L. Jones.
her wedding the bride
a biege dress with match-
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ens. Otho Towery, Claude
T. H. Jones, Sallie Powell
tt, Rumsey Taylor, Ray
er, K. P. Hobgood, Blanche
ood, William Crawford, Roy
bey. Mae Morris, Hugh
Homer Brown, Duke Petrge Pettit, Philip Stevens,
Pettit, Leona Trader.
Smith. Billy McElroy, L.
ckens. Charles McLin, Harudd, Burhl Hollowell, Bill
I, Harvey Leech, Anson
endall, Cooper Crider, J.
ter, H. W. Blades, Sr.,
Mahan, J. D. Stephens, H.
lades, Jr., M. L. Kinsolving.
Lowry, R. G. McClelland,
Pool, Will Loftus, Bernice
Alfred Ray; Misses Eveawford, Nancy Scrugham,
Lou Ho'ogood, Maude
berry, Evelyn
Phillips,
Dunn. Bessie Brelsford.
h Cummins, Mary Wilson
i Virginia Morgan, Elaine
Is. Galena Rose Satterfield,
I haenberry, Polly Booker,
Stephens and
Jones.
town guests included
R. E. Adams, Hickman,
of the bride-to-be; MesVa H. William and ReuArnold and Miss Mildred
t, all of Madisonville and
J. Beshears, Dawson

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School at 9:45, John F.
Graham, Supt.
Morning Worship 10:55.
The Communion Service each
Lord's Day. The sermon by the
Minister.
Midweek prayer service Wednesday at 7:30, with choir re
hearsal immediately following.
PRINCETON HOLINESS
Rev. D. G. Schofield, Pastor
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m.
Devotional Service, 11:00 a.m
Evangelistic Service, 8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service and
Bible study, 8 p.m.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Pastor, John N. Fox
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
9:45 A.M., The Church School.
10:45 A.M., Morning Service of
Praise and Meditation. Message:
"Prayer in Life—Three Angels."
Dr. David M. Ausmus, Mayfield.
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M., Midweek prayer fellowship; 8:30
P.M., Choir rehearses.

No tit
Seittifitai
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Mrs. Ralph Salato, Cayuga, N.
Y. The wedding will take place
this month.
,
day night.
METHODIST CHURCH
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A.M., Sunday School.
11: A.M. "Needed Repairs."
6:45 P.M., Youth Fellowship.
7:30 P.M. Union Service at
the Christian Church. Message
by E. S. Denton.
GRAVEYARD CLEANING
The annual graveyard cleaning will take place at the Pool
Graveyard, on Hopkinsville road,
Friday, Aug. 13, it was announced Wednesday.

Hospital News
Mrs. Carl Pugh, nurse at Outwood Hospital, is under treatment this week.
Mrs. Willie Nellums, Princeton, underwent an
operation
Wednesday and is critically ill.
Mrs. Chester Peek, Princeton,
underwent an operation Monday and continues to improve.
Mrs. Cal Tosh, Dycusburg, entered the hospital Wednesday
for treatment.
Mrs. Bob Cavanah, Princeton, will be dismissed Saturday.
Archie Kemper, Jr., Dycusburg, was removed to a Nashfor
ville hospital Wednesday
fu/ther treatment.
\

OTTER POND BAPTIST
F. M. Masters, Pastor
Regular preaching service Saturday and Sunday at 11 o'clock.
Sunday School at 10 o'clock.
Revival services begins Monday
Miss Imogene Chandler, Evnight, Aug. 9, Rev. Frank Bowthe ansville, spent last week-end
do
man, Trenton, will
preaching. The pastor will preach with her parents* Mr. and Mrs.
at Second Baptist Church Sun- E. B. Chandler.
I.
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Recent Bride
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Mrs. Thomas J. Simmons will
leave Sunday for Camp Shelby,
Miss., where she will visit her
hubsand. She will be gone two
weeks.
• • •
Mrs. Roy A. Cann, Munfordville, arrived Wednesday for a
visit with Mrs. J. P. Wylie, W.
Main street.
• • •
Mrs. Julian Littlepage and
son, Julian Gene, returned Sunday from Louisville, where they
visited Mr. Littlepage, who is
employed there.
• • •
Miss Bertha Wheeler, Paducah, spent last week here with
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks and
family.

rs-Anderson

anies John Mahan and
Stephens were co-hostesses
tea shower, Thursday afterJuly 29, from four until
'clock, in honor of Miss
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dining room was beautidecorated, with the dining
as the center of attraction.
ue organdy and lace cloth
centered with pink and
flowers providing a colortrast. The venetian blinds
diniag room were closed
decorated with cellophane
centered with clappers of
and blue flowers which
visible through the bells.
cious refreshments of mint
rt with ginger ale, iced
-shaped cakes and nuts and
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the
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Dorothy Ann Davis

Churches. Clubs

C. A. Woodall, Jr., and John
Coley have returned from Chicoga, where they visited friends
anj relatives.
* • •
rs. Virgil Smith and children, Bill and Al, have returned
from a visit in Louisville.

isis
s •s the daughter of
esa7nri'i
celi
' MeNeeley, Detroit, and
alaughter of Mrs. Tom
North .Harrison street.
a graduate of this year's
at Butler High School.
Barnes graduated from
High School in 1941, and
esent is an employe of
1 in Evansville, where they
make their home.
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W. A. Dunn
Funeral services for W. A.
Dunn, who died at his home
near Crider, Tuesday, August 3,
will be held from the home today at 2:30, with the Rev. H. A.
Egbert in charge, assisted by
Rev. W. B. Ladd. Burial will be
at Bethlehem cemetery, near
Crider.
Mr. Dunn is survived by his
widow; a son, Shellie, Princeton;
a daughter, Mrs. Frank Wilson,
Princeton; two brothers and a
sister.

Gardening Tip
A good trick in starting flowers from seeds is to fill half
egg-shells with soil, planting the
seeds in them. When t yaaProut,
transfer sprout, soil
d shell into the ground. T e procedur§
won't disturb the hair roots, and
the egg shells with nutritive
ninerals will help feed the
roots.

Chrome Care
Salt air affects chrome-plated
articles. To preserve these parts
apply a thin protective coating
of furniture wax after washing
and drying. Chrome-plated parts
are often found on automobiles,
porch and yard furniture, plant
stands and other articles about
the house.

John W. Beavers
— MRS. JAMES STEVENS
John Wesley Beavers, 62, died chanic street Thursday, July 2D,
she is employed in a defense at
his home in the Good Springa with the Rev. W. B. Ladd offiplant.
community, July 28, aad was ciating. He is survived by his
• • •
buried in the Asher cemetery widow; a daughter, Mrs. John
Jewell Creasey, Jr., Denver.
July 29. Funeral services were Harper, Gary, Ind., and a son.
Colo., arrived thsi week for a held at the grave, with the Rev. Eugene Bone, U. S. Army, stavisit with his parents, Mr. and R'ay Wigginton, Detroit, off.ciat- tioned in Texas.
Burial was at Cedar Hill cemMrs. J. A. Creasey. His wife ar- ing.
He is survived 'ay his widow etery.
Miss Mary Francis Whitis, Ev- rived here last Wednesday.
and two children.
• • •
ansville, spent last
week-end
Put every dollar above the
Mrs. George Smiley, Jr., end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
breessities of life into War
little daughter, Pamela Dee, reW. W. Whitis.
A.
W.
Bone
• • •
Bonds. Payroll Savings is
turned today from Salem where
Funeral services were heid
the best means of doing your
Mrs. Bedford McChesney and they have been visiting her par- August 1, at the
First Baptist
best in helping your sons and
little son, Don, returned from ents, Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Nor- Church for
Arthur W. Bone, 60, friends on the fighting fronts. FigMemphis Sunday after a two man.
who died at his home on Mr- ure it out yourself.
• • *
weeks' visit.
• • •
Mrs. Joby Loftus returned
Miss Margaret Terry Davis re- Sunday from Camp Forrest,
her
turned Tuesday morning from Tenn., where she visited
St. Louis, where she visited her husband who has been stationed
aunt, Mrs. Earl Smith, and Mr. there.
• • •
Smith.
• • •
Mrs. R. 0. Nash, the former
Butler Hollowell, former mail Charline Prince, of Tacoma,
156 Acre Farm—well watered; one bungalow
carrier here, and now a Civil Wash., is expected here Monday
Service employe in Chicago, re- night for a visit with her pardwelling; four rooms; practically new; one stock
turned Sunday after a week's ents, Mr. and Mrs. John Prince
barn, and one tobacco barn; 100 acres level land,
visit here with friends and re- and other relatives.
balance moderately rolling. Six miles N. E. Princeton
•
•
•
latives.
on gravel road —1 1-2 miles from a county high
• • •
Cpl. John A. Mitchell, Peeksschool. Priced at $3,700.
s/Iiss Wanda Wadlington, Ev- kill, N. Y., is the guest of Miss
Garrett
Katharine
and
Mrs.
R.
ansville, spent last
week-end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. Garrett. He is enroute East
from Ft. Riley, Kansas,
Charles Wadlington.
•
•
Aeonard Richardson, Detroit, Mirror Trick
is visiting his brother, Leroy
117 W. Main St.
Phone 54
If you need a new mirror
Richardson, and family here this
frame try this trick. Take some
week.
cotton lace about four inches
• • •
wide. Dip it in wet plaster of
Otis Smith, Louisville, visited
Paris and stick it around one of
friends and relatives here Tuesthe rimless round mirrors. When
day.
the plaster dries you will have
• • •
a firm frame that is like frosted
Mrs. Mart Malone and son,
lace and snowy white.
Marty, of Kansas City, Mo., are
visiting her sister, Mrs. I. D.
Worrell, and family, W. Main Protect Furniture
Dry heat in summer and damp
street.
• • •
heat in winter can loosen joints,
Mrs. Carl Sparks and
Bill detach veneer, and cause wood
spent last Wednesday in Padu- of furniture to warp or crack.
cah.
Oil or polish applied occasion• • •
ally will seal the pores and help
Mr. and Mrs. Trice Yates and to preserve the wood.
family have moved from Hopkinsville street to the home of
If your stew meat seems tough,
Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Herron, soak it in vinegar for several
PERT . . . provocative hats, these rate more
Highland Avenue.
hours before cooking and it will
• • •
become more tender.
Miss Carolyn Arnett recently
than a casual glance from passersby.
Everybody Reads The Leader
left for Ypsilanti, Mich., where

FOR SALE!

C. A. Woodall, Insurance Agency

Fall Hats

I

Attention!

' Tilt one over your
brow

Ne have just received a large shipment of

FOR INVESTMENT

o;
Ladies' Brown and White Oxfords.

•

-•1144

swo

During the duration we recommend, in the order given, as follows:

Moccasins and
Saddles

First, United States Government Bonds and Securities.
Second, the acquiring of a home by purchase,
since priority rulings prevent the construction
of new homes. We will be glad to explain
to prospective purchasers our direct reduction
plan whereby the principal and interest can
be reduced by monthly payments like paying

MADE BY FRIENDLY

Perch one

. . . or set
one square on your
head for that sculptured, clean look.

back of

your pompadour
ALL SIZES

5.00 a Pair

They're all headline
news for Fall

HERE is your opportunity to get the Oxford

rent.

you have always worn and wanted.

••

PRINCETON FEDERAL SAVINGS &
LOAN ASSOCIATION

wicarson
PRINCETON SHOE CO.

HENRIETTA HOTEL BUILDING
Princeton, ky.
Telephone 46

Fine Shoes Fitted By X-ray
a.
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Exclusively Yours
Incorporated
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Lingering
The earliest known reptiles on
aces of
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and be found in sf.,1
earth had huge
Artie and Ant,ecticlards
skimpy legs.
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Many Boys Work
On State Farms
The way thousands of boys
New Body Of Water
have responded to the call for
help on farms, that the war leld
Is Well Stocked,
program may not suffer. Ills won
Says Supervisor
high praise from Bruce PoundEmpire Lake, which has been
stone, state farm labor superunder construction on the Kenvisor for the Kentucky College
tucky Woodlands Wildlife Refof Agriculture and Home Ecouge property near Hematite, Ednomics. A large percentage of
dyville Route 2, the last several
tbe workers which the college
months, is open for fishing, Gerhlts recruited has been 16 and
ald F. Baker, Superintendent of
17-year-old boys. In practically
the Refuge announced Saturday.
every instance these older boys
Mr. Baker said the Lake is
have proved satisfactory, Mr.
well stocked with fish and exPoundstone declared.
tended an invitation to nimTwenty-three boys and one
rods of this section to visit it.
man recently went from Letcher
The only requirement, Baker
county to Henderson county
said, is that all fishing must be
where they were employed for
carried out in accordance with
the summer, and possibly through
the State Game and Fish Laws
th fall and winter. Twelve of
and that all fishermen must have
them are working in hemp and
license.
corn and with other crops on
The superintendent said anoththe 700-acre Ohio Valley farm of
tr lake on the refuge will be
J. H. Wathen.
open to the public in about
The other 12 Letcher county
two weeks
boys are rooming and boarding
at the farm of Jess Farley and
Pressure Cookers
working for five farmers. They
are tending corn and tobacco,
Found In Storage
detasseling hybrid corn, picking
That a considerable number of
fruit and doing general farm
.:st!
pressure cookers, now needed in
work.
AXIS PRISONERS CROWD SICILIAN ROAD—Axis prisoners,
Carl Jones, assistant state lab- ion of Sicily, move along a road on the Italian island, en-route captured in the Allied invas- canning, may be stored away
to internment camps, while in attics and other places, is
or agent, is in charge of secur- the Allies drive deeper into Sicilian defenses and shatter German attempts
to reinforce troops suggested in reports reaching the
ing older boys. This branch of by air. This is an official British photo.
—AP Telemat Kentucky College of Agriculture
the labor program is known as
set
of
—WHAT
the
war industry boom. and Home Economics. Mrs. LilIT MEANS
Victory Farm Volunteers.
Farmers in need of help are
Southern textile, chemical, steel, lie Middleton of Harlan county
found a cooker stored in the
urged to make this fact known
aluminum, shipbuilding and oth- home of a relative in town.
Mrs.
at the offices of county agents,
er factories employ large numb- J. K. Lawson of Bell county
which are serving as local farm
ers of workers. Unionists say the found one packed away with surlabor headquarters in all counBy Alexander R. George
or of Labor, official organ of vote of
these workers could well plus kitchen equipment in a
ties but Daviess and McCrackAssociated Press Features
home of a friend. Mrs. W. H.
the railway unions, says that furnish
en, where the program is handled
the margin of victory in Grant,
Washington—While Congress- chiefs
also of Harlan county,
of the railroad organiza- many a close
by the United State Employprimary contest bought a canning outfit from
men are resting and inspecting tions are
ment Service.
sending letters to their for a Congression
al nomination. a neighbor who was not using
the political grassroots in their locals urging every
member and
Some C.I.O. unions are con- it.
own
home
fronts,
organized
laevery eligible member of his centrating this summer on enManpower Shortage,
The use of pressure cookers is
bor is swinging into a campaign faniily to register
so they may listing support among northern recommended for canning nonEven For The Police
to "bring about a chang.e iii the vote in the next election.
Senators for the bill to abolish acid vegetables and meats. Their
Sheperdstown, W. Va. (R)— attitude of Congress towarl laKeating, a former Congress- the poll tax. They count on use saves time and reduces the
Sheperdstown now has its first bor."
man from Colorado, says that elimination of the poll tax in danger of spoilage.
law enforcement officer in five
When Congress was assembl- "if labor makes as poor
a show- southern states "to bring to the
months, but the new official has ing in dramatic, angry session to ing in 1944 as it did in 1942
the polls many thousands of new
more work than his predecessor. override the President's veta of next congress will
be emphatic- white and Negro voters whose U. S. Troops Feast
Jack Foultz was hired by the the Smith-Connally anti-strike ally anti-labor in both branches."
interests are the same as our On Turtle Steak
town council to replace a man bill, The American FederationSays A.F. of L. President interests."
With U.S. Forces In The South
who quit five months ago to ist, official organ of the A.F. of Green: "Labor
and consumers
Pressure is also being put on Pacific ()P)—American troops at
take a more lucrative position. L. warned:
are being discriminated against. Republican Senators and Repre- a South Pacific base
recently
In addition to his police work,
"We shall endeavor to vote Unless prices of food are brought
sentatives from industrial dis- enjoyed a new addition to serFoultz has to operate a munici- out of office any member of down to a reasonable
level, or- tricts to back the subsidy-price vice chow—turtle steak.
pal truck but he will get $100 Congress who supports this bill." ganized labor
will have no other ceiling program against expected
The officer in charge of the
per month, twice the salary paid
Now union labor—A.F. of L., tecourse but to demand wage inonslaughts from the farm bloc quartermaster detachment unit
the last policeman.
C.I.O., and Railway Brother- creases. Unless .nembers of
Con- this fall.
bought enough
live
turtles,
hoods—has gone to work to put gress protect the
workers and
weighing from 200 to 300 pounds
Everybody Reads The Leader
on the pressure. Immediate goal the consuming public, they will
Feathers enable a bird to re- each, to provide meat for the
is to prevent Congress from be swept out of office in the sist heat and
cold.
entire force.
"scuttling the subsidy-price roll- next election."
reconprogram"
when
,
it
back
A large majority of Congressvenes in September. Long-range men who voted to override the
objective is to block hostile legis- President's veto of the Smithlation and to rejuvenate organ- Connally bill represent districts
ized labor's admittedly warning which are predominantly agristrength in the political field.
cultural. All but two of the 114
Richard T. Frankensteen, leg- Democrats in the house who
islative director for the United voted to override are from southAutomobile, Aircraft and Agri- ern, southwestern
or
border
INSURANCE OF ALL
cultural Implement Workers (C. states.
I. 0.), is sending to members
The South has long been tabof his union the voting record bed as farm-minded and, to a
KINDS
of Senators and Representatives certain extent, anti-union alon "20 major issues together though New
Deal
pro-labor
with the admonition that they measures received
substantial
W. C. Sparks
see their Senator and Congress- support from southern Congressman, praise him or warn him, men before the "revolt against
Glenn E. Farmer
depending on his vote."
Roosevelt."
"It may be wise,"
Labor leaders contend, howSam Koltinsky Frankensteen, "to picketadvises
some ever, that the economic picture
Representatives and Senators." in the South has changed a great
Edward Keating, veteran edit- deal, particularly since the on -

Congress

Mrs. Roberts Went Down i was convened to u.
Hill Until She Could Hard- laxatives nearly every
matter what I tried
e n'aa
I
ly Get Through Her House
had energy or
strengt1
Work. She States.
to look after my ho
"Retonga brought
Fine Now.
m.

wonderful relief
that my 4
"I tried many medicines dur- band has start
ed

ing the last twenty years, but
Retonga is far ahead of anything in my experience," declares Mrs. Wavie Roberts, well
known resident of Henderson
Rd., Owensboro, Ky., in relating
her happy relief through this
famous vitamized gastric tonic.
"I seemed to go down hill
steadily for a year or more,"
continued Mrs. Roberts. "My
appetite was very poor, and all
food seemed to taste alike. It
would take me a long time to
get to sleep, and an hour later
I would be wide awake again.

I now eat plenty,taking it lit
I sleep fi,,
and I don't need
'
harsh !
feel good all day.
Retonga enrough
for ii
relief it gave me."
Retonga is a purely
het
(
gastric tonic combined
eral quantities of Vit.,
intended to relieve distr•
due to Vitamin B-1 cl
f•
constipation insufficient
gastric juices in the fold
mt..
and loss of appetite. T'
praise it. Accept no
Retonga may be
obtained
Dawson's Drug Store.
I

praise

The holders of keys to safety deposit boxes who have not
paid rentals for a period of two years, their names being unknown to us, are hereby notified to come in before August 16,
1943, register their names and pay rentals now accrued on said
boxes or surrender keys thereto.
Notice is hereby given that unless the above directions are
complied with, these boxes will be drilled open on August 16,
1943, and contents of each will be removed, sealed in an envelope and placed for safe-keeping in our vault.
The demands of our customers for additional safe deposit
boxes make this action necessary.
BY ORDER OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The Farmers National Bank
Princeton, Ky.
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For Late Summer
Weather.....
travel or sportswear, buy an attractiw
skirt---Stripes, plaids, plain or pleated or plain
style blouses in bastiste, poplin and rayon
sheers.
For

We have plenty of polo shirts in stripes ix
plain.

Sula tS Eliza Nall
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Lieutenant Governor
is a 'self-made man
Born in moderate circumstances,
he started his career as a newsboy. He
Is now an editor. He is a courageou
s and fearless exponent of
good government and has served 10 years in the
Kentucky Legislature.
In addition to his newspaper and
political activity, Mr. Ward is • director of the Kentucky Free Bridge
Association, a former president of the
Paducah Junior Chamber of
Commerce, a committee member of the KentucNciitorial Association and of the
Greater Paducah Association.
He is also a member of the
Kentucky Legisla:ive Council and of the
Council of State Governments. He
is a man of exceptional
talents and OLIIitty. He has used his talents and
ability to foster legislation
of be:Tr:fit to all
Kentuckians.
His unselfish efforts on
behalf of the citizens of
Kentucky are deservirg
of eivancement to the
position of Lieutenant
Governor.

Unite Behind Ward and Elect
Him Lieutenant Governor at the Democratic Prima
ry Saturday, August
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Candidate For The
Democratic Nomination

NOTICE!

How

"THANKS TO RETONGA, 1
CAN EAT PLENTY Net

HENRY WARD
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ntucky Farmers
ing Heroic Job

on

,rin women throughout the
t, took over when it became
ossible to get the usual seaal farm laborers. These wohave made regular hands in
jobs as driving corn cultiors and tractors, raking and
king hay, shocking grain, settobacco and chopping out
and weeds. Farm boys and
Is. including many as young
11 or 12. have been working
veteran farm hands. On
ral Sundays I saw farm
harvesting grain and hay
• doing other farm work.
e are devout church-going
working with the advice
blessing of their pastors, realg that the ox was in the
h. that soldiers and civilians
to be fed and a war had
be won. On a 600-acre Warren
ty farm I found the prohis
14-year-old
or and
,,w working on Sunday har:-.g wheat with a tractor and
bine. This man is operating
h less than half his normal
force.
%loch work has been done at
with tractor tools equipith
An operator of
,0-acre •Todd county farm
the entire cultivation of 90
es of corn at night. During
day the tractor was in use
other farm work."

YOU CAN
DEPEND
ON

AINEN,YOU SHIP TO US
CATTLE CALVES
HOGS. SHEEP. LAMBS

There's no substitute for
experience-40 years on
the yards is your guarantee of better prices for
your stock. Be sure you
get the most by shipping
to vs.
We also buy on order.
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ouRION STOCK
YARDS
to.eJAckton 1835
Loomvolle, K .

Kidney Action
Modern life with Its hurry and worry,
irregular habit., improper eating and
tl,naking--its risk of exposure and infertion—throws heavy strain on the work
II the kidneys. They are apt to become
over-taxed and fail to filter excess acid
tadnd.other impurities from the life-giving
blo
You may nuffer nagging backache,
dizziness getting up nights,
Paint swelling-- reel constantly
nervous, all worn out. Other signs
d kidney or bladder disorder are sometimes burning, scanty or too frequent
ur,ration.
boan's Pills. Doisn's help the
,ti.yo to pass off harmful excess body
.re. They have had more than half a
Public approval. Are recoils
,ateful users everywhere.

the

d
to oil
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62-Year Record
of 2-Way Help*
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GERMAN SOLDIERS SURRENDER--German soldiers are shown
(center) surrendering to British infantry near Carlentini,
This is an official British photo. (AP Photo by OWI radio
from
Algiers.)
—AP Telemat

(ARDUI
S140 direthons on label

The privilege of making a 4-H
club flag, to be presented to the
club on achievement day, was
awarded to Elizabeth Hayden
of Hardin county for having won
first place in the county dress
review. Elizabeth made a sleeping ensemble of pajamas, housecoat and slippers.
Kenneth Myers, a 4-H club
captain in Kenton county, reports that in their family garden, they harvested six and a half
bushels of peas from a twopound planting of Little Marvel
se9d. Kenneth woks in the
family garden as well as in his
own patch of tomatoes.
Farm Agent C,
Brian of
Taylor county says that 4-H
club pigs are starting to market.
When Carl Raffety sold toe 250
pound pig which he had f.-'d and
raised, he bought a beef heifer.
George Capps, Jr., sold his pig
and
purchased sheep. Many
members are growing corn to
feed out livestock this fall.
Jean Phillips of Simpson county made a dressing table, dressing table cover and window curtains for her room improvement
project; then she painted two
chairs. In addition she is carrying canning and gardening projects, and serving as a leader to
little girls in her neighborhood.
Ouida and Lillian Lester, cousins who live in the Eddy Creek
neighborhood in Caldwell county, have worked an average of
five days per week on their
fathers' farms since school was
out in May. Tractor driving, setting and hoeing of tobacco and
garden work have been their
chief duties.
Practicing
conservation
of
clothing, Dorothy Carrico of
Oldham county used dyed feed
sacks for a playsuit of shorts,
shirt and jumper, a fine feed
sack for a slip, a discarded
corduroy snow suit for a jumper dress, and the tails of two old
shirts for a blouse. She won
blue ribbons on her four completed projects in both the county and district.

Pogo Seven
Tobacco Prices Soar At
Start Of Two Markets

Held In Slaying

(By Associated Press)
The price of flue-cured tobacco soared from ten to fifteen
cents a pound over last season's
average at the start of auction
sales Tuesday on fifteen Georgia
and two Florida markets, with
most centers reporting sales exceeding the forty-one-cent level
set by OPA.
There is considerable interest
among homemakers in Graves
county in the drying of fruits
and vegetables, several dehy-

drators flaying been built.

Pimples Disappeared
Over Night
Ti., It is true, there Is a safe harmless medicated liquid called Kleerex
that driem up pimples over night.
Those Who followed simple direc
tion• and applied Kleereg upon retiring were amazingly surprised
when they found their pimples had
disappeared. These users enthulasDeafly praise Kleere• and claim they
are no longer embazrassed and are
now happy with their clear complexions. Don't take our word for it, use
KI
tonight. Only 50c. If one application does not satisfy, you get
your money back. There is no risk so
do not hesitate. Sold and recommended by

DAWSON'S DRUG STORE

(WHY GIRLS BY THOUSANDSN
prefer this way to relieve distress of

PERIODIC
Herman S. Beeler (above) is
being held at Butler, Pa. in the
double slaying of his sister and
a widower-neighbor, according
to State Police Lieut. Andrew J.
Huddock.
—AP Telemat

Better Gains Made
By Sheared Lambs

Farmers are being urged to
shear their late lambs, but not
with the idea of getting more
for their pelts. The national
shearling program to provide
pelts for aviators' clothes has
been discontinued, at least for
the present.
A statement issued at the
Kentucky Agricultural Experiment Station says that shorn
lambs go through the summer
in better condition and make
faster gains than do lambs in
the wool. It is a practical thing
to shear late lambs.
"Farmers who shear lambs
should not do so with the impression that the shearlings this
fall will bring as much a pound
as wool lambs," says the statement. "The fact that the lambs
will do better, however, and
that there will be smaller losses,
YAMAMOTO'S FUNERAL—The caption which accompanied this at the Bowling Green canteen are good
reasons for shearing.
picture, received via neutral Lisbon from Germany. said: The one week-end.
gun carriage carrying the ashes of the late Japanese Admiral
In Bracken county, the wheat Shearing seems to be a good
Yamamoto on the way to the Hibiya Park." The picture was crop was damaged considerably management practice under norlabeled "radiophoto from Tokyo."
—AP Telemat by the hard winter, rains during mal conditions."
the blossoming season, and then
Back the attack by upping
ty, who canned 102,967 quarts red rust.
COUNTY AGENTS
your payroll savings your
Homemakers in Johnson counof fruits and vegetables last
very next payday. Measure
ty are conserving milk and cream
AMONG THE
year, expect to greatly increase
your savings by your new
for which there is no market by
Strawberries added approxi- that number this season.
higher income.
making cheese.
mately $220,000 to the incomes
The making of laprobes for
igninglianiMnalmma.
of Marshall county farmers this army hospitals and canning
year.
demonstrations were primary inW. F. Moody, a farmer in terests of Mercer county homeMadison county, says he can't makers' clubs the past month.
Seed for the growing of severafford to plant common rye, because the Balbo variety makes al thousand tomato and cabbage
plants was made available to
earlier and more grazing.
An increase in the number 4-H club members by a Kiwanis
of farmers using sunporches to club in Breathitt county.
Approximately a fourth of the
off
infested
keep
chickens
throughout 2.000 acres of seed hemp planted
ground
is noted
by Pulaski farmers was destroyPendleton county.
In Grant county, 587 acres ed by flash floods; 100 acres
were staked for contour cultiva- were replanted.
Hollis Bradford of Fleming
tion under the soil conservation
county reported that on his farm,
program.
Mrs. J. W. Johnson, owner of Thorne wheat far surpassed the
a farm poultry flock in Logan common wheat planted next to
county, has records to show that it.
The Hadle Homemakers' club
she made $600 on her flock of
in Warren county served more
125 hens in a year's time.
Homemakers in Oldham coun- than 1,000 fried chicken dinners

FEMALE WEAKNESS

With Its Cranky,
Nervous Feelings—

Take heed if you, like so many
women and girls on such days suffer
from cramps. headaches, backache,
weak, nervous feelings, distress of
-irregularities", periods of the blues
—due to functional monthly disturbances.
Start at
try Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to
relieve such symptoms. It's famous
not only to help relieve monthly
pain but also accompanying weak,
nervous feelings of this nature. This
Is because of its soothing effect on

once —

ONI

OP

ORGANS.

WOMAN'S

MOST

IMPORTANT

Takenregularly—Pinkham's

Compound helps build up resistance
against such symptoms. rr HrLPS
ma'am. Thousands of women report
benefits.
Also a fine stomachic tonic! PGA low label directions.

L Lydia E.Pinkham's VEGETABLE COMPOND

Wanted
DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS AND SHEEP
Removed Free of Charge . . . Sanitary Trucks.
Our driver is courteous, answering calls promptly. We pay all phone calls.
—GREASE MARES BONDS-Turn Your Dead Stock Into War Materials!

Phone 423 - Princeton, Ky.

Kentucky Rendering Works
.
11

ATTENTION FARMERS

r
I

,

4,000 Northwestern
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Comfort
Backache ' Convenience
May urn of Disordered
Complete Service

That Nagging

DOAN'S PILLS
of

4-H Club News

ow Kentucky farmers are
king 16 hours a day, with
e numbers of women and
dren helping in the fields, is
story told by Dr. W. D.
hols, head of the farm ecoe department of the State
lege of Agriculture and Home
omics, after a study of the
1 labor situation in almost
of the counties of the state.
Kentucky farm people are
g a heroic job," he said.
th them the eight-hour day is
effect—eight hours in the
noon and eight hours in the
noon. Many of them have
reached the point of physical
austion and, yet they carry
willingly, indulging in no
at of strike, calling for no
our week, demanding no
e and a half for overtime and
extra bonus pay for Sunday

OP PRICES
10P SERVICES

RD

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
during your stay are yours, always, at

THE

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally locat-

ed home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
idea of moderate charges for service
rendered.
For Reservation
Write—
Wm. E. GRIFFITH,
Assistant Manager.

Yearling Ewes

FOR SALE
These ewes weighed an average of 105 pounds
in Montana. They can be seen on my farm on
U. S.68 three miles below Gracey.

Mack Hopson
Telephone Cadiz 4;80-2

Thursday, August 5, ist
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July Bond Quota
Over-Subscribed
August Allotment To
Be Sponsored By
"Molly Pitchers"

Good Rain Ends
Threat To Crops

Killed In Crash

Employers Must
Give Certificates

"Million Dollar" Soaker Falls Generously
Over County

Workers Discharged
Or Laid Off Due Forms,
Says Official

With the county's July War
Bond and Stamp quota increased
from $25,000 to $43,300, buyers
continued the record maintained
here since Pearl Harbor by oversubscribing the month's allotment nearly $3,000, Dr. C. F. Engelhardt, chairman, said Wednesday. Total sales amounted to
$47,143.75. •
Farmers National Bank sold
$26,275 worth and the First
National Bank, $11,500 worth in
July, Dr. Engelhardt reported.
The August quota is again set
at $43,300, and is being sponsored by members of the several
local women's organizations, Mrs.
Frank Wod chairman, as "Modern Molly Pitchers." Tags failed
to arrive for "Molly Pitcher Tag
Day," .scheduled Wednesday, the SLAIN BY MOTHER—Harriet Dickey, 7, (left) and her sister
Roberta, 6, were beaten to death by their mother, Mrs. Christine
chairman said.
Dickey, 28, in Dayton, 0. Mrs. Dickey then drowned her yearold son and hanged herself, Coroner A. P. McDonald reported.
Revival Is Announced
The planets shine in the sky
At Lewistown Church
A revival meeting will begin because they reflect the light of
at Lewistown Church August 9, the sun.
continuing through August 2U,
with services each night at 8.30
Approximately 700,000 worko'clock conducted by the Rev ers are directly employed in
E. B. King, Dawson Springs. American shipyards.
Rev. Chas. P. Brooks will assist
Interest and attendance of the
Fruit, cotton and tobacco are
public is invited.
widely cultivated in Turkey.

When Jesus came into
the coasts of Caesarea
Phillippi, He asked His
disciples, saying, Whom
say ye that I am? And
Simon Peter answered
and said. Thou art the
Christ. the Son of the
living God. — Matthew
16:13-16.
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Crolun's _funeral jOonte
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It Is The Humidity,
Not The Heat
Fort Knox,.Ky. (A)—Do you
think the brief cool spell this
summer made it harder to stand
the renewed heat. If so, you're
just imagining things, say the
scientists of the Armoured Force
medical research laboratory.
Actual experiments with men
in the laboratory "hot box," with
temperature and humidity closely controlled, show that the
human body becomes accustomed
to extreme heat in a comparatively short time and remains
acclimatized for weeks.
The man who moans that "it
isn't the heat, it's the humidity"
is half right. It takes longer to
become acclimatized to moist
(jungle) heat than to dry (desert) heat and the degree of
success never is as great.
Yet, the research men found it
possible, in a period of a week
to 10 days, to acclimatize soldiers at heavy labor to a temperature of 91 to 92 degrees with a
humidity of 95 to 96 percent.
With dry heat, the soldier can
do heavy work at 120 degrees
and become inured to the heat in
a shorter time. Once acclimatized, the men tested could return
to a cold climate for at least
two weeks without losing ability
to stand the heat.

...

A total of 20 million deadweight tons of
shipping
is
Beautiful Volume of these famous Scenes, mailed free on request. I scheduled
production
for
in
American shipyards in 1943.

Reports have been received by
the Hopkinsville office of the
Commission,
War
Manpower
United States Employment Service, that some employers in this
area have refused to issue Statements of Availability to workers
whom they have discharged or
laid off.
Such action creates serious delays and inconveniences to workers in obtaining new jobs, says
Shelby Peace, manager of the
Hopkinsville office of the United States Employment Service.
"The employment stabilization
plan specifically states that employers issue a Statement of Availability to any worker disKane,
Stewardess Josephine
charged or laid off," he says. (above), Cleveland, 0., was kill"We have received instructions ed, as were 19 others, when a
from W. H. Fraysure, area di- Nashville - Louisville transport
rector-at-large
Kentucky. plane crashed at Trammel, in
for
War Manpower Commission, in- southern Kentucky.—AP Telemat
structing each local office of the
United States Employment Ser- WOULD ARREST LEWIS
vice to report any employer who
consistently refuses to issue IN TENNESSEE, SAYS
Statements of Availability
to GOV. PRENTICE COOPER
workers whom the employer
(By Associated Press)
discharges or lays off. RepreNashville, Tear., Aug. 3 —
sentatives of War Manpower
Commission must contact each Gov. Prentice Cooper in a mesemployer and request that he sage to the 25th annual Tennfulfill his responsibility to pro- essee convention of the Amerivide Statements of Availability can Legion, said that "if John
under such circumstances."
L. Lewis ever comes to Tenn"Employers cooperating in giv- essee, I'm going to use such
ing effect to the resolution of authority as I have to arrest
the Regional War Manpower John L. Lewis for treason."
Committee relative to their reResponding to the governor's
sponsibility for issuing State- address Col. Roane Waring,
ments of Availability are being Memphis, national legion comrequested to instruct all work- mander said, "if the governor of
ers to whom such statements every state would say that same
are issued to contact the U. S. thing or the chief executive had
Employment Serevice office in taken action when he should
order that they may be inform- have taken action, there would
ed as to the various provisions be no John L. Lewis."
of the Regional Employment
Cocaine was first discovered
Stabilization Plan," according
in Peru.
to Mr. Peace.
The Kiel Canal was comp'
in 1895.

ro THE VOTERS OF
CALDWELL COUNTY:
One of my opponents has deliberately
spread a rumor that I
have quit the race for
State Senator. This rumor is FALSE. I am in
the race to stay and
will appreciate your
vote and influence.
V. A. "Bill" PHILLIPS

Vote For Kilgore
A Statesman and not A Machine
Politician!
Believes In And Will Fight For
GOVERNMENT OF THE PEOPLE!
GOVERNMENT BY THE PEOPLE!
GOVERNMENT FOR THE PEOPLE!
Streamlining the Government . . . Not to play Politics with
State Jobs! Lowering Taxes to the lowest amount consistent
with good Government! Education . . . Minimum Teacher's salary $100.00! Agriculture . . .A proven friend of the farmer!
More and Better Roads! Take Old Age Pensions out of Politics and provide the necessities of life for all needy citizens!

VOTE
YOUR VOTE SATURDAY FOR BEN KILGORE, THE PEOPLE'S
CANDIDATE, IS A VOTE TO RESTORE AN HONEST GOVERNMENT TO THE PEOPLE AND TO DESTROY THE CORRUPTION OF MACHINE POLITICS!

CLASSIFIED ADS
SALESMEN WANTED — Available at Once nearby Rawleigh
Route. Good opportunity. Trade
well established. Route
experience helpful but not necessary to start. Write at once.
Rawleigh's, Dept. ICYH-215102, Freeport, Ill.
WANTED: Four or five room
house, by permanent family.
Phone 50.
FOR SALE: Modern dwelling, 5
room, bath, Highlands; hardwood floors. venetian shades,
stoker furnace; real borgain
at $4500. C. A. Woodall Real
Estate and Insurange Agency.
FOR SALE: Real bargain in
farm of 156 acres, including
crop, 40 acres of corn, 2 acres
dark tobacco, and large quantity of hay, vet to be put up.
Priced to sell. $4250. C. A.
Woodall Real Estate and Insurance Agency.
FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion. Heartburn, Belching,
Bloating. Nausea, Gas Pains.
get free sample, Udga. at Dawson Drug Store.
10t-52
BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. White for prices. Hoosier.
716 West Jefferson, Louisville,
WANTED—To rent a
four or five
room
Call 78.

modern
house.

FOR SALE: Silver plated trombone in good condition. Call
112-J. C. W. Martin.
3tp
BIBLE BARGAIN: Subjects indexed reference Bible. Teachers
reference, Jesus' words in red
letters. Family record.'Flexible
binding. Indexed to find subjects by page numbers, such as
autornobiles, etc. 1455 pages,
cOnvenient size. King James'
version. $3.00 C.O.D. plus small
delivery charge. Star Distributing Co., Owensboro, Ky.

If Hitler wins, the Issue
i for you will be living itself
.7-. and not just the cost of living. Think that over and fig- 1
ure it out for yourself how
much beyond 10 percent of
your family income you should put
to War Bonds every payday.
.
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He said:
"I shall advocate and urge the Legislature to appropriate te
tlse common school fund for each year during my adre;nistratiaa
not less than $13,000,000."

Figured on the present school population...

THAT IS MORE THAN $16 PER CAPITA,
MR. and MRS. PARENT
In addition, Mr. Donaldson said:

ceton No .7—Sar
mm
Yo,

"I shall advocate and urge the Legislature to provide an anneal
appropriation of not less than $100,000 to be used eni es:r^sed
e.cs
.
to provid• scholarships for those boys and young
education was interrupted by their service in the armed forces
of our country."
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Pancake Flour go-oz. pkg.14
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43( Dog Food
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Gravy Mix
Fairy
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LOVING CUP COFFEE—the coffee
with
the wonderful flavor,
3 lb. 13
1 lb. pkg. 22e
pkg.(1,4

Toilet Soap

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
10
lb. AI,

Freestone
PEACHES

Golden Sweet
APRICOTS
Fresh
COCOANUTS
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Peanut Buffer
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Rain last Friday and Saturday
night and again Wednesday fell
generally throughtout Caldwell
county and the entire section,
resulting in great benefit to all
crops and relieving a serious
threat, County Agent J. F.
Graham said Monday.
Precipitaton of 1.13 inches was
recorded on the local official
gauge, A. M. Harvill reported.
Rain fell gently and steadily all
night Saturday and Sunday
morning, thoroughly soaking the
About 40,000 paper
ground and improving the pas- used daily in the ten cups
lunch
ture, corn, tobacco and garden in the War
Department's
outlook "at least a million dol- gon building.
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Tender Red
RADISHES

Fancy
BELL PEPPERS
Everything for canning and pickling,
including. Paraffin, jar rings. rubber3.
spices, sugars, vinegars, etc.
More for your Money all the time.

RED FRONT
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20 Die In Kentucky Air Crash
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ceton No. 2—Linnie StevMarshall Rogers, Roy
Ruth G. McCaslin.
ceton No. 3—Mrs, D. A.
Dewey Jenkins, S. J.
ell. Mrs. John Eison.
ceton No. 4—Edwin Lamb,
Gresham. Mrs. L. SeviJohn Mahan.
nceton No. 5—Mrs. J. D.
, Dixie Blalock. Mrs. J.
The flaming wreckage (above) was all that remained of an American Airlines plane which
crashed near Trammel, Ky., killing 20 of the 22 persons aboard. The two passengers who surright, Sallie B. Lamb.
ceton No. 6—Mrs. C. A. vived were thrown clear when the plane hit the ground. They stumbled three-quarters of a mile
Proctor Wood, Mrs. for help.
—AP Telemat
Jenkins. Mrs. R. L. Boit- Martin.
Ida Ward.
Johnson Meyers, W. B. Norman,
Princeton No. 12—Nola Guess,
Bucksnort No. 2—Mrs. W. M. Robert Williams.
ceton No .7—Sarah Beck,
Fredonia No. 2—Gwendil OrdYoung. Tommy Young, Tom Hay, Rodolph Lane, Mrs. Cartwright, Garland Robinson,
J. W. Myers.
Rillyard.
Fred A. Burress, Mrs. Opal way, H. M. Turley, John QuarDonaldson No. 1 — Chas. Haile.
Mon No. 8—Mrs. Hillery
termous, H. B. Hughes.
t, S. S. Mallory, Mrs. Brown, Lillard Watson, J. E.
Bucksnort No. 3—Mrs. Myrtle
Fredonia No. 3—Loma Brown,
aft. Mrs. Herman Ban- Sigler, Asa Morse.
Townzen, Kelly Thomason, Wil- Roy Harper, Marie Hackney, L.
Donaldson No. 2 — Luther lie Dillingham, Mrs. Grace Sisk. C. Nelson.
ceton No. 9—Jessie Morse Lowery, Reen McConnell, H. E.
Bucksnort No. 4—Nellie Cote Ceekmur, Claude Jack- East, Algie Dunn.
ton, Tom Galloway, Mrs. Elsie
New Liberty ships carry 100
Donaldson No. 3—Mrs. Edythe Thomas, Harlie Tribble.
tons of cargo for every 65 tons
ceton No 10—Mrs. Ella Hobby, E. P. Franklin, A. E.
Harmony No. 1—Merle Keller, carried by the similar vessels of
gher. Herman Oliver, Lu- Young, C. F. Roberts.
George Dunn, H. F. Piercy, Ot- World War I.
Donaldson No. 4—Porter Tay- tis Smiley.
Robinson, Mrs. S. 0. Catloe, Roy Howton, Clyde ColeHarmony No. 2—Mrs. B. N.
An American Army captain,
inceton No. 11—Mrs. Mar- man, A. N. Horning.
Cotton, Lee Hamontree, W. A. Bert Berry, made the world's
Bucksnort No. 1—Clyde Clay- Mitchell, Elizabeth Lamb.
tterfield, Chester Hawkins,
first parachute jump from an
Fredonia No. 1—Howard Stone, airplane in 1912.
D. W. Satterfield, Hugh ton, T. H. James, R. F. Stallins,

eliciou.
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Wedding Bells

One Candidate Recognizes
Obligation To Fighting Men
Parents, wives and friends of
men in the armed forces might
well weigh carefully the pledge
of J. Lyter Donaldson to do
everything in his power as governor to see to it that the state
fulfills its obligation to men in
the armed froces when they are
mustered out of service.
Mr. Donaldson, apparently, is
the only candidate in the race
fully aware of the fact that a
tremendous share of the burden
of reconstruction and rehabilitation will fall on the various
states. That this is true is evidenced by the efact that the federal government will have a
public debt of mammoth proportions, which will preclude its
underwriting the cost of such a
program alone.
There are many ways in which
the states may and probably will
be called upon to help these
lads upon their return. Hospitalization and the best medical
care must be made available
for the ill and wounded. This
will require the expansion of
existing hospital facilities in an
unprecedented
measure. The
maimed must be trained in pursuits in which they can become economically self-sufficient. This is a field in which the
states can be particularly useful, through the various stateoperated educational systems and
state-owned universities.
Moreover, there is the matter
of re-employment. It is desirable,
of course, that discharged servicement be absorbed as quickly
as possible in private enterprise,
but there will be an inevitable
period of idleness during which
America's war industries are being converted to peacetime production. Factories will have to
be retooled. Progress in invention and design will require the
manufacture of new facilities
for the production of new articles which now are in the

.41011MnineallialamOIMPIRUNIIMIVIIMM=IMOMININIIMAIMIIMISIS1110.

My Democratic
ends Of Princeton
d Caldwell County

alb

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, August 5, 1943

list of names of election ofto conduct Saturday's prifor Democratic and Repvoters of Caldwell conbeen certified to County
Philip Stevens. The list,
et to last minute changes,
follows, by precincts:
nceton No. 1—Mrs. J. R.
tt, L. R. Hopper, a C.
an, Mrs. Paul C. Cunning-

[Our@ to appropriate fo
during my odmtratioe

Awarded First Prize As Best
Kentucky Community Newspaper
In State Contest, June 19, 1943

blueprint stage, awaiting the day
when peace is restored.
This transition from war to a
peace time production will take
months.
Meanwhile, employwill have to be found in government sponsored and financed
public works a large part of the
cost of which of necessity will
be borne by the states.
Kentucky, happily, is able to
to shoulder its full share of that
burden. The state, as a result of
wise fiscal policies of the Johnson administration is debt-free
and has a surplus of some $12,000,000. This money and a con-

Kearns Fiel d, Utah (iP)—It
seems the sergeants are the marrying kind. A check made at this
Army Air Forces basic training
center showed that in one month
24 officers and men were married to Utah girls. Of these 15
were sergeants.
tinuation of fiscal policies now
in practice at Frankfort will enable the state to discharge its
obligations to the men who will
have fought and won this war
for survival. With Lyter Donaldson as governor, we will have
a man in Frankfort who will
not rest until that obligation is
discharged.—Owensboro Messenger.
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YOU CAN STILL COUNT ON PENNEY'S

Yes, we have warm bedding . . .
after 41 years of supplying America
with warm bed coverings, we
COULDN'T fail you now! But the
supply is limited . . . and we urge
you to plan carefully, and to buy
with care and forethought!

BLANKET
BUYS AT
A grand array of durable, warm
blankets—very specially priced.

Please
Take The Trouble to go to
the polls Saturday and
vote for

Plaid Pairs

$3.49

Soft, deep nap! Sateen bound!
Lovely pastel tones! 72" x 84".

Cotton Jacquard Pairs
$2.98
Heavy weight for cozy comfort'
Colorful florals! 72" x 84". •

Handsome JACQUARD
Type Single Blanket 6.90
Sturdy cotton and rayon
warmth and years of wear!

for

SINGLE PLAID
BLANKETS

en Rich
kg•

L

Iliam H.(Bill) May
man, William H. (Bill)
.our present Commisf Agriculture and who
..ng your %•ote and into be your Lieutenant
or In the primary elfl
August
my brother-in-law.
,!ried sisters in MadisKentucky.
'lay is an honest man,
husband and a kind
(he has two little
As your present Cornof Agriculture, he
•oven himself to be
a doubt the FARFRIEND.
pledged himself to
• the platform of the
.or, chosen by the peo- is is the
best Policy,
only logical to elect
Officials of the state,
,,ad be depended upon
R together.
Personally guarantee
r'.at it Bill May
is electthe Lieutenant GoverIP, that he will always
St Your
service and a
d of Caldwell county.
vote and influence in
rdaY's election will be
aPPreciated by me and
11 be most grateful,
alYour friend,

ARS G. DOLLAR

A HOME MAN

79e& 89c
72" x 84" PLAID PAIRS. Deep nap. Pastels

1.98

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
As there is a heated contest in Trigg county calculated to get out a big vote, I am

hoping my loyal Caldwell county friends will make a special effort in my behalf.
reordziacc....ercanoncec000ci000coesC

Comforters
In return I pledge you my best efforts to serve the interests of Caldwell county and

So light and
warm and
such

the district to the best of my ability.

Wonderful
Values!

Sincerely

Luxurious Comforters—SATEEN COVERED

William LA. Jones

Filled with soft fluffy cotton for comfortable warmth! Flora's, solid border! Only

A Superb Value! Floral Design
Sateen Covered Comforters
Plump and billowy—thriftily
95%3
Penney priced! 5% new wool,
sturdy cotton. Full bed size!

98

5.90

rsday, Aug
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Uses Weeklies
To Reach People
Inaugural Handicap
Is First Feature; Meet
Last 26 Days
James T. Whitmer, Publicity
Director of Dade Park Jockey
Club)
Dade Park, Aug. 3 — The
this
at
thoroughbred colony
Western Kentucky racing establishment is increasing daily and
everything is in readiness for
the return of the "Sport of
Kings" to Kentucky, Saturday,
Aug. 7.
The inaugural Handicap will
feature the initial card Saturday.
This race will be for a purse of
$1,000 for 3-year-olds and upfurlong
ward over
the six
route. Seven other races are on
the opening program.
The meeting will continue 26
Monday, Labor
days, closing
Day, Sept. 6.

(By

A total of 20 million deadshipping
is
weight tons of
scheduled
for production in
American shipyards in 1943.
Approximately 700,000 workers are directly employed in
American shipyards.
DEMONSTRATION IN ROME—This picture was sent by radio
from Bern, Switzerland, to New York, with the Bern caption
describing it as a picture of demonstrators in Rome which appeared in the July 28 edition of the Milan newspaper Corriere
—AP Telemat
della Sera.

The Axis stops at nothing—
Don't stop at 10%.

Papal territory included more
than 3,000,000 people before the
unification of Italy in 1870.

GENUINE ENGRAVED

WEDDING INVITATIONS
$11.20
per 100

up

Widest Selection

CORNETTE'S
Incorporated
HOPKINSVILLE

•

Friendship News
Heavy rains fell in some sectios of this part of the county
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Keizer
of Detroit, Mich., were recent
visitors in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Andrews. They were
accompanied home by Mrs. Andrews, who visited in Detroit
for a few days.
Mesrs. John and Leslie Lovelace, of Carbondale, Ill., were
here last week visiting relatives
and old friends. They formerly
lived here before going to Illinois some 40 years ago.
Butler Hollowell, for several
years mail carrier on Cobb RR
one, but now a Civil Service employee in Chicago, Ill., was
through this community last
week seeing old friends on RR
one.
Miss Nadine Oden accompanied her grandmother, Mrs
Marvin Woosley, back to Detroit last week and will be a
guest of Mrs. Woosley and other relatives for several days.
Mr. R. B. Haile has returned
from a visit to his son, Wadi
Hale and family, of Sunflower,
Miss.
J. T. White has been on the
sick list for a few days.
Mr. Ernest Adams has returned from a few days stay at the
Milford, Kansas, hospital where
physical
he had gone for a
check-up and treatment.
Mrs. Edd Burgess and children of Detroit are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Dunning and
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Storms for
a few days.
Delores Rogers, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbel Rogers, had
her tonsils removed at Jennie
Stuart Hospital. She's recuperating nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moore
and J. T. White and daughter.
Mary Lou, visited relatives in
St. Charles last Sunday.
The Rev. Olen Sisk, assisted
by Rev. Parker of Central City,
has closed a successful meeting
at Pleasant Grove church.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley McGowan were in Hopkinsville last
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Huel Teasley
and little daughter of Smith

Standard Oil of Kentucky is
currently running a series of
six large advertisements in 565
weekly newspapers, and chose
these "country weeklies" because of a long-standing policy
of catering to their old customers out through the small towns
which such ,
and rural areas
papers reach—and, it might be
added, which only the weeklies
reach. The present series of advertisements calls attention to
the efforts Standard Oil dealers are making in these difficult
days of rationing to render to
their customers the type of service that has long been associated
with the name Standard.
The policy of paying particular
attention to the small town and
rural areas dates back a long
time with Standard Oil—all the
way back to the horse and buggy days before the automobile or
horseless carriage made its appearance on the national scene.
In those days Standard Oil sold
kerosene for lamps and greases
for wagon and buggy axles.
The country customers were
literally their FIRST customers
and today the'old policy of remembering their FIRST customers still is a guiding rule with
the firm, even though at times
there is a temptation to cater to
the more densely packed urban
districts.
Weeklies are constantly called
upon to spread information essential to the war effort and to
the home front—rationing, bond
sales, Red Cross, dozens of other
war. Advertising such as this
helps not only to carry the load
of
these
war-and-home-front
stories, but it reaches the people
who have time to read a paper
and read it from front to back
every week—the small town and
rural readers who subscribe to
this and other leading weeklies
throughout the country.

AFTERfire you'll thank your
lucky stars if you called
us in to check up on
a

Jeep Suit of Windsor Crash Rayon
Linen—just the right garment to
make you look smart. Also other
just as attractive models in American
and Butcher Boy rayon linen. A number of these garments are featured
in Mademoiselle and other popular
magazines.

SRA & ELIZA NAIL

your insurance.

Service Insurance
Agency
S. Harrison Street — Phone 490

She's In The WLA

*•

Homemakers News

Approxii.,,,ttly 65,00f)
merchant seamen
are
to be trained in
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1943.
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Glenn and Mrs. Yates were apleaders.
as clothing
pointed
Home furnishings leaders chosen were Mrs. S. G. Wigginton
and Mrs. A. D. McElroy.
acA discussion concerning
Plrcut OIF FOR Np,
tivities of "Associated CountryWomen of the World" was led
by Mrs. L. W. Guess. The pros
Your Demos ratio (twist's%
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and
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C.W•A•McCANN

First member of the Women's
Land Army in Central Kentucky is Mrs. Lula Dunn, employed
by T. A. Shropshire, Fayette
county tobacco grower. Reared
on a farm in Wolfe county, Mrs.
Dunn decided to return to the
land after working five months
as a welder. Here she is wearing
the official uniform and insignia
of the WLA.

Radio Broadcasts
Flexing Of Muscles

London (i13)—The sound of a
soldier in Britain flexing the
muscles of his arms have been
broadcast for the first time by
the BBC. One arm v. as damaged by a gunshnt wound, the
.ed and listGrove, and Miss Maetyne Sivills other was unw
New
were week-end guests of Mr. eners in Australia and
Zealand could tell from the
and Mrs. Richard Pickering.
Mrs. Dan Smiley
has been sound whicI-. rim: was inhri ed
quite ill the last week.
and which was no ial
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Huddleston visited Everett Stewart and
South America was the origfamily Saturday night and Sun- inal home of quinine.
day.
Cocaine was first discovered
The planets shine in the sky in Peru.
because they reflect the light of
The Kiel Canal was comp, led
the sun.
in 1895.

To the Voters of
Caldwell County:
Since making my announcement to the voters of
Caldwell and Trigg counties asking you to let me
represent you in the next session of the Kentucky
Legislature, I have tried to contact each of you personally and have a chance to talk the matter over
with you and to ask you to vote for me for the Democratic nominee for the House of Representatives;
however, I realize that under the circumstances I will
not be able to see each of you personally and solicit
your vote and influence so I am taking this means
to appeal to you for your support and to ask you to
vote for me.
Altho I am not as well acquainted with the people
of Caldwell county as I would like to be, I can truly
say that it has been a pleasure to me so far in the
race to have the opportunity to meet you and to talk
over the various issues that in all probability will
arise during this next term at Frankfort. I appreciate very much the kindness and encouragement
which you have extended me and I want to say at
this time that if you will be kind enough to honor
me with the nomination and election to this responsible office that I will well and truly fulfill the duties
of the office to the best of my ability and will certainly at all times during ray term not only welcome
but will invite you to give me your ideas and suggestions on needed or pending legsilation so that I
may be better equipped to properly serve you and to
make you a good representative.
On Saturday, August 7, 1943, I hope every Democratic voter in Caldwell county will came out and
vote in The primary. Naturally I want you to vote
for me in this race but regardless of whatever the
outcome of the primary election may be, I want to
now assure you that I will have nothing but the utmost good feeling toward everyone that participates
in the primary and that I will whole-heartedly support in the November election whoever our party
sees fit to nominate in the primary.
Again allow me to thank you for whatever favorable consideration that you may see fit to give me
in this race. I ask to remain,
Sincerely your friend,

Joe E. Nunn

.FREDONIA
The regular meeting of the
Fredonia Homemakers Club was
held Wednesday afternoon, July
28, at the home of Mrs. A. J.
Eldridge. Election of officers
was held with the following
chosen: President, Mrs. L. C.
Foley; vice - president, Mrs.
Mitchell Lowery; secretary, Mrs.
F. 'Akridge; treasurer,
John
Mrs. C. A. Wilson; project leaders, Mrs. J. E. Hillyard and Mrs
C. A. Wilson; recreation leader,
Mrs. Wm. Young. The lesson on
"Who is My Neighbor" was given by Mrs. John Akridge. Plans
were made for the club picnic
to be held with Mrs. J. D. Bugg
Wednesday, August 25, at 4:00
o'clock.
Members present were: Mrs.
Ruble Akridge, Mrs. Loyd Wadlington, Mrs. C. A. Wilson, Mrs.
J. W. King, Mrs. A. J. Eldridge,
Mrs T. L. Grubbs, Mrs. J. E.
Hillyard, Mrs. John Akridge and
Miss Nancy Scrugham.
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Burnett W. Porter Asks Votes
On Promise Of Best Service

TO THE DEMOCRATIC VOTERS OF THE THIRD SENATORIAL DISTRICT:
Ey Ward, Democratic maleader of the House of
IN MAKING THIS RACE
esentatives, climaxed
FOR Senator in the Third Senhis
atorial District, it has been my
for the nomination for
intention to properly bring out
tenant Governor with a
and develop each issue involved
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by the Associated Press
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of the State addressing
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meeting with leaders of
your vote, active support and inlabor, political, civic and
fluence.
groups.
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der
of
stantial
the British eighth army, is shown
lead over his two
,
work as Principal of a high
talking with two unidentified Italian
Generals school in Trigg County as
opponents,
May
and after their sui render in Sicily. This is a British
he
official
photo.
(AP
photo
by OWI radio from has contracted to do and
ker. His managers esti- Algiers.)
at the
-AP Telemat same time be in Frankfort when
] that Ward would get a
.ium of 75 percent of the
the Legislature is in session and
vote, better than 90 perrepresent this District as he now
of the labor vote, approxiseeks to do. I maintain that he
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State Senator and School Prinin the two most populated
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S. forces continued their advance in Sicily. tends to hold the school for
family income you should put
This train was an Italian ammunition train, but after
which he has contracted to
War Bonds every payday.
left of it. (AP Photo via Signal Corps Radiophoto.)its cargo was exploded, there wasn't much
-AP Telemat teach.
In seeking this office and asking for your vote, I want to say
that I have no secret commitments to any person, group or
By Chas. P. -rooks, OPA Community Service Member
political machine but instead I
.
am seeking the office with an
CONCERNING COFFEE RA- COMPARE A FEW
PRICES open mind and I will
use my
TIONING:
NOW AND THEN:
best judgment and give of my
All restrictions have been rePricee
time in and out of session to enmoved on the acquisition and
ITEM
Unit 1914-20 Now act legislation
for the betterment
transfer of coffee. This has defi- sugar
I lb.
.26
.08 of our Public Schools, for
the
nite reference to roasters and potatoes
10 lbs.
1.01
.38 development of our
road syshandlers of green coffee. Local lard
I lb.
.17 tem and other improve
.42
ments to
boards have been instructed by navy beans 1 lb.
41
.20
.10 which you are justly entitled
as
letter that all records and forms prunes
lb.
I
.30
.17 citizens and taxpayers.
PIINTLO WITI1 Till are to be kept until further
in- coffee
I lb.
.49
.30
I
am
a
farmer
by
profession.
NAME AND AWES' structed. Coffee rationing for us, corn meal
I lb.
.08
.05 that, with my four years of
exfor the time being, is still ON. flour
10 lbs.
.88
.65 perience in the Legis/atue
will
PROCESSED FOODS:
eggs
doz.
.92
.49 better equip me to underst
and
Blue stamps N. P. Q good whole ham
100 Sheets
lb.
.60
.33 and work for the eeds of
the
through Aug. 7. Stamps R, S and rice
100 Envelopes
lb.
.19
.12 people of my district.
I have
T good Aug. I .through Sept. 7. butter
lb.
.78
.50 four brothers and one son
servMEATS. CHEESE.
BUTTER, bacon
lb.
.59
.41 ing in the armed services of
our
FATS, CANNED FISH AND cheese
lb.
.45
36 country, consequently I and
my
MILK:
Our forefathers did without family know
what it means to
Red stamps P, Q, R and S ex- sugar until the 13th century,
E
sacrific
e, just as thousands of
pired Aug. 1. Stamp good now, without coal fires until the
14th
U Aug. 1, V Aug. 8, W Aug 15, century, without buttered bread other homes in our state and nation. These great sacrifices that
all expire August 31.
until the 15th century, without are being made
by our boys all
COFFEE:
potatoes until the 16th century, over the
State at this time will
Stamp 22 good for one pound without coffee, tea and soap unVOTE FOR
July 22 through Aug 11.
til the 17th century, without forth in the OPA listing. The
SUGAR:
pudding until the 18th century, Price Panel of the Local Board
Stamp 13 good for 5 pounds without gas, matches, and elec- will be responsible for checkin
g
through Aug. 15.
tricity until the 19th century all violations of ceiling prices.
GASOLINE:
without caned goods until the
Stamp No. 7 in new book good 20th century and we have had
for 4 gals. -through Sept. 21. B automobiles for only a few
and C stamps good for 4 gals, years. Now-what was it you
Democratic Candidate For
until used.
were complaining about?"
RENT CONTROL has been de- COMMUNITY FLAT CEILING
clared costitutionally valid by
PRICES:
the Emergency Court of Ap.1 Fighter Jor Good Government Ursa
These ceiling prices become
peals.
the Rights of the People
effective Aug. 5. The listing of
all articles has been in the hands
The Axis stops at Nothing. of all merchan
ts long enough
Don't stop your War Bond
that they should have become
Savings
Payroll
at
10%.
Every
WARD'S RECORD OF ACHIEVEMENTS
familiar with all price changes.
soldier is a 100 pereenter. Figi. First on Ward's Progra
creation of opportturities
No item is to be sold above the k
the
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m
yourself.
ure It out
& rehabilitation for Kentuck
y's 200,000 Service Sons &
flat ceiling price as it is set
Daughters when they return home from the war.
2. Ward fought
for T.V.A. giving Kentucky cheap power &
electricity.
I. Fought
for R.E.A. to electrify Kentucky farms.
ts. Fought
for fair and enlightened Labor Laws.
.F
inosug
titluittl(fionrs,better education & better teacher pay.
g• Fought for
better highways & farm to market roads.
7. Fought
TO MEMBERS OF EASTERN DARK FIRED
for adequate Old Age Pensions, improved State

not be forgotten by roe in the
Legislature if I am your Senator. I offered my services, just
as my brothers did, but was
told to stay on the farm as my
services were needed there. I
did not ask for and obtain a deferment in order to teach school
and then go out and seek a public office to be used as a sideline. My family before me were
Democrats and were loyal to our
great party and I shall uphold
this record.
Give me you vote and influence and I will give you faithful
and unselfish service.
BURNETT W. PORTER,
Democratic Candidate for State
Senator, Third District.
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Quinine production in t -e Fast
Indies was built up by the
Dutch, who took the seeds from
Peru.
Quinine is extracted ;rum the
bark of the cinchona tree
Fruit, cotton and tobacco are
widely cultivated in Tut key.
1.11.1 L 0flIJU
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,Wet pay in
competition with your neighbors for scarce ely11149
goods. Save, America, ana
you will save America from
black markets and runaway
Inflation. Buy more Bonds every
payday. How many bonds? Figure

zionar

Why not give my gasoline
a try?
It's best by test and always gives an
accurate
performance . . . Drive in today and try our
products . . . Our prices will save you money
.
BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS!
Regular Gas (first)
1734
Ethyl Gas
18.5c
White Gas
16Sic
Kerosene
9c
Oil
1SeTwo gallon can
$1.10
We have received some new oil-20, 30, 40
wt.
50c a gallon

VISIT OUR NEW GARAGE!

CORNICK OIL CO.
R. B. Williams, Mgr.
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Lieut. Governor

VOTE FOR

JOE E.NUNN

NOTICE!

TOBACCO GROWERS' ASSOCIATION

cDONALD

New York (iii-Methodism's
report for 1942 reveals the leadng Protestant group gained nearly 81,000 members for a new total of 6,640,424.
The call for chaplains left 360
pastoral charges to be supplied as
against the 628 men received on
trial, an increase of 141 over
1941.

Small quantities of quinine
come from wild and unctiltivated
forests of South America.
It out yourself.
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PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
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To select nominees for Director and Advisory
Committeemen for the ensuing year.
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Election Saturday August 7, 1943
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE APPRECIATE
D
ELECT ME AND I PROMISE TO SERVE YOU
FAIRLY!
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FINISH
MIRACLE WALL
A new kind of finish that covers wallpaper with
one coat, dries in
one hour, has no$
p•r
offensive odor —
gai.
and is washable.
One gallon does PASTE
FORM
average room.
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• neAa'thaw"
•{
Highly styled twopiece cotton velveteen
frosted with white
rayon ribbonette faille.
In Jet Black, Rhum
Brown—with White
trim. Sizes 11 to 15,

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

SEMI-LUSTRE
Ideal for kitchen and bathroom walls and ceilings —
also woodwork.
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Quick-Drying Enamel
Brighten-up furnit u r e, woodwork,
toys and tools
with this easy-touse, quick-drying
one - coat enamel.
Many gorgeous
colors.

and
checked wool
makes
rayon l'repaca
na•
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

PAINT
.is your
biginvestment.guteWrseittshmtomPemnaoetnd best
Pr or thormore
t
oughly, lastingly,
with America's favorite house paint!
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"Vale
S. W. FLOOR
ENAMEL

qt. $1.25

S-W MAR-NOT
VARNISH

qt. $1.49

S-W SHINGLE
STAIN most colors,

gal. $1.50

S-W PORCH
PAINT

qt. $1.25

S-W LINOLEUM
VARNISH

qt. $1.25

S-W ENAMEL
UNDERCOATER

Pt. 75e
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The new "shortie"
version of the jacket
and skirt done in cotton velveteen and wool
baskette. In Rhum
Brown, Natural, Moss
Green; Barberry Red,
Natural, Moss Green;
Ski Blue, Natural,
Rhum Brown. Sizes 9
to 15.
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